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Latest generation Renault Kangoo ZE tempts fleets with 168 miles of electric-only driving
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A SMALL ELECTRIC VAN WITH

Peugeot Boxer 
Ford Transit Custom

Mitsubishi L200
Fiat Talento



CALL 03303 335126 OR VISIT ISUZU.CO.UK TO BOOK A 48 HOUR TEST DRIVE

*3.5 tonne towing applies to all 4x4 models. **125,000 mile/5 year (whichever comes first) warranty applies to all new Isuzu D-Max models. Terms and conditions apply. Visit isuzu.co.uk
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Another week, another 
statement about air quality 
and the evils of diesel. 
London has launched a 
consultation about 
introducing an ultra-low 
emission zone in 2019 and 

other cities with air quality concerns 
are expected to introduce their own 
clean air zones.

According to some commentators, up 
to 35 urban areas could be given the 
green light by Government – each of 
which will introduce its own standards 
and charging structure. Ministers have 
consistently ruled out having a national 
standard on air quality emissions.

The anti-diesel rhetoric being emitted 
by MPs and the media is relentless 
and van operators, in particular, must 
be wary. They are tied into four- and 
five-year replacement cycles (and often 
longer) which makes it difficult for 
them to react with haste should tastes 
in the used market suddenly change.

Will we be left with a residual value 
time bomb? It’s hard to believe that the 
negative message on diesel – which 
ignorantly lumps everything together, 
whether Euro 4, 5 or 6 engines – will 
not start to impact on re-sell values.

Certainly, costs are likely to rise for 
operators running pre-Euro 6 vans and 
trucks, while the lack of consistency 
over charges and emissions limits will 
be a nightmare for fleets, particularly 
those operating on a national basis.
■ We have changed the way we
publish our digital Commercial Fleet to t

make it easier to access and read. We
have turned pages into PDFs for you
to download and read at your leisure.
Go to commercialfleet.org/digital-
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By Gareth Roberts

new Thames crossing which is expected to 
carry 4.5 million trucks and up to 35m vans in 
its first year has been welcomed by commer-
cial fleet operators.

Costing up to £6.2 billion, the planned route 
will create a new link between the A2 and M25, 
and include a tunnel beneath the Thames.

Highways England says the scheme will boost the capacity 
for vehicles crossing the Thames east of London by 70%, 
and alleviate congestion at the Dartford Crossing.

“This route will greatly improve journeys as well as 
unlocking more than £8bn of economic benefits and creating 
some 6,000 jobs,” said Highways England chief executive Jim 
O’Sullivan. 

But, with a start date yet to be confirmed, fleet operators 
look likely to be left with the daily grind of Dartford Crossing
for at least the next 10 years.  

Dubbed one of least reliable stretches on the strategic road 
network by Highways England, the crossing is already oper-
ating at over capacity. It was designed to cater for 135,000 
vehicle movements a day, yet it regularly exceeds that figure 
at an average 150,000 per day – 25% of which are heavy and 
light goods vehicles. That equates to 55m crossings per year, 
6m more than it was designed to deal with.

The crossing is also partially or fully closed 300 times a 
year and it typically takes three to five hours for the roads to 
clear following a closure.

Efforts have been made to alleviate the daily hold-ups. A 
cashless payment system – the Dart Charge – was intro-

 News insight: River crossing

A
duced in November 2014, delivering a 56% improvement in 
crossing times, according to Highways England. 

Drivers were saving up to 14 minutes southbound and 
seven minutes northbound at peak times after the payment 
barriers were removed.

However, Natalie Chapman, head of policy for London and 
the South East at the Freight Transport Association (FTA), 
warned: “Congestion at the Dartford Crossing is predicted 
to reach pre-Dart Charge levels by 2020, while the Blackwall 
Tunnel has become a cause of impossible delays for many 
of our members.”

The Dartford Crossing was opened in stages: the west 
tunnel in 1963, the east tunnel in 1980 and the Queen Eliza-
beth II Bridge in 1991.

It was shortly before the bridge was opened that Govern-
ment planners first proposed building a lower Thames 
crossing in the 1989 white paper Roads for Prosperity. 

Published by the Conservative Government in 1989 in 
response to rapid increases in car ownership over the 
previous decade, Roads for Prosperity detailed the largest 
road building programme for the UK since the Romans. 

It embraced what Margaret Thatcher described as ‘the 
great car economy’, although implementation led to wide-
spread road protests and many of the schemes contained 
within it were abandoned in 1996.

The case for a lower Thames crossing continued to be 
made, but it was a further 20 years before the Department 
for Transport (DfT) published new proposals in 2009. 

Two locations were shortlisted in 2013 for a new bridge or 
tunnel across the river: one near the existing Dartford 

Industry bodies press for quick start
on new tunnel under the Thames
RHA concerned traffic increases may make link obsolete before it even opens

Artist’s impression of 
the new tunnel which 
the RHA and FTA want     
to see started as soon    
as possible

New road north of the river 
to join the M25 between
junctions 29 and 30

Tunnel crossing under the 
River Thames east of 
Gravesend and Tilbury 

New road south of the 
river to join the A2 east 
of Gravesend 

25% 
of vehicles using the Dartford 
Crossing are heavy and light 

goods vehicles

6m
more vehicles use the Dartford 

Crossing on an annual basis
than it was designed for

Thames crossing 
intended route
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Crossing and the other linking the M2 with the M25 via the 
A13, with a possible further link to the M20.

The majority of some 47,000 respondents to a consulta-
tion last year identified the latter as the best solution for 
reducing traffic and congestion at the Dartford Crossing.

The transport secretary Chris Grayling agreed, giving 
the green light to the scheme almost 30 years after it was 
first mooted in Parliament.

The new 13-mile route will run from the M25 near North 
Ockendon, crossing the A13 at Orsett before travelling 
under the Thames east of Tilbury and Gravesend. A new 
link road will then take traffic to the A2 near Shorne, close 
to where the route becomes the M2 (see plan opposite).

O’Sullivan said: “The decision for a new crossing east of 
Gravesend and Tilbury is underpinned by years of studies, 
assessments and careful consideration of the record-
breaking response to our 2016 consultation. As we 
progress there will be further consultation and opportuni-
ties to be part of shaping the detail for the area, now and 
for future generations.”

Highways England also confirmed £10 million will be
used to improve traffic flow at and around the existing 
crossing as well as studying ways to further tackle 
congestion. This will include a wide-ranging investigation 
into options to cut ‘rat-running’ through Dartford and 
Thurrock. A further £66m is also being spent on widening 
the A13 Stanford-le-Hope bypass from two to three lanes.

Christian Brodie, chairman of the South East Local 
Enterprise Partnership (SELEP), said: “This is excellent 
news for Kent and Essex, as these three announcements 
will have a significant economic impact. However, the 
benefits go far beyond Kent and Essex. With the current 
Dartford Crossing already operating at capacity and 
freight traffic continuing to grow, the new crossing will 
also support the Government’s wider economic aspira-
tions for the Northern Powerhouse and Midlands Engine.

“It is vital we get the traffic flowing better across the 
Thames and must get the work started so the economic 
benefits can start to flow as soon as possible.”

SELEP is urging local politicians and businesses to keep 
the pressure on ministers to avoid any further delay in the 
route going through the planning process, in order to take 
the pressure off the existing crossing at Dartford.

Welcoming the Government’s announcement, the Road 
Haulage Association (RHA) is also calling for work to get 
underway as soon as possible. 

RHA chief executive Richard Burnett told Commercial Fleet:

“The congestion on the Dartford Crossing will be reduced 
and the potential savings for operators in terms of time, 
money and fuel will be considerable. Our main concern is 
that the anticipated completion date will be 10 years from 
now. If traffic continues to increase at current levels, the new 
crossing may be obsolete before it even opens.”

The FTA shares the RHA’s concerns around getting shovels 
in the ground as quickly as possible. However, it says that 
unless the new crossing is constructed with the country’s 
future infrastructure in mind, it will simply transfer conges-
tion to other parts of the road network.  

Chapman explained: “Our members want this new 
crossing to be properly planned and implemented, with 
minimal disruption, to ensure that British businesses can 
continue to operate efficiently both in the UK and on the 
continent. Without that forethought, congestion will simply
be driven to other parts of the road network.”

She continued: “The M2/M25 route is a vital cog in the 
country’s freight machine and it must continue to work as 
smoothly as possible, as we move towards leaving the Euro-
pean Union to ensure British companies can trade without 
delays both domestically and internationally. Transport
networks both north and south of the River Thames have 
been crying out for improvement in the past few years, and 
our members will be keen to see more of our road network 
upgraded to assist business to trade without friction.”

Highways England says it will progress the design and 
assessment of the preferred route in more detail, as well as 
carry out environmental surveys, more detailed air quality 
and noise impact assessments, further traffic modelling, 
and design around, for example, the junctions. It is also 
currently conducting ecology surveys which will help inform 
design decisions.

In addition it is now contacting land and property owners 
close to the route to help them understand potential impacts, 
their options and their rights. 

Grayling concluded: “Our £23bn investment into our roads 
is already making a difference, with schemes being 
completed across the country, including the M1 Catthorpe 
junction and A556 at Knutsford, cutting journey times for 
millions of motorists.

“The new Lower Thames Crossing, and other improve-
ments in and around Dartford and Thurrock, will further 
strengthen our economy while also creating thousands of 
jobs.”

To find out about updates 
to the Dart Charge 

service visit fleetnews.
co.uk/dart-improvements

Online

150,000 
vehicles use the Dartford 

Crossing on average per day

“Congestion at the Dartford 
Crossing is predicted to 

reach pre-Dart Charge 
levels by 2020”

Natalie Chapman, FTA
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By John Maslen

he Government has been urged to provide more 
updates on proposed motorway trials of driver-
less lorries, because the fleet industry has heard 
nothing since the plans were revealed in a blaze 
of publicity last year.

The trials were revealed in March 2016 and 
were expected to take place on the M6. Vehicles 

would travel in a convoy, or platoon, of up to 10 vehicles, with 
a ‘lead truck’ operated by a driver followed closely by other 
lorries linked together through their software systems.

When it announced the trials, the Department for Trans-
port (DfT) said that new technology had the potential to bring 
major journey improvements and that the UK was in a 
unique position to ‘lead the way’ for the testing of connected 
and driverless vehicles.

The Government has been talking about live trials for 
several years. In 2014, the then transport minister Claire 
Perry gave the go-ahead to them, saying: “Driverless tech-
nology is the future. We can’t avoid it and I don’t want us to; 
I want the UK to learn as much as we can and as quickly as 
we can.”

But, according to Mercedes-Benz Trucks managing 
director Mike Belk, the Government is “showing no urgency” 
in introducing the trials. He said: “We are open to discussions 
[about platooning trials] and we have contacted the Govern-
ment, but no one wants to talk to us about it.”

The Government insists that work is ongoing and that trials 
will take place ‘in due course’ but said it wasn’t able to add 
any more detail.

A DfT spokesman said: “When we are in a position to say 
more we will, but it is not something we are ready to promote.

“There are several officials in this department working on 
this. With any project of this nature, safety is the number one 
priority. We have to get all the details finalised before moving 
forward.”

However, there are concerns that the UK is lagging behind 
Europe in testing and approving platooning technology. 
Mercedes-Benz Trucks is already running tests in Germany. 
It has two systems called Highway Pilot, which supports 
autonomous driving, and Highway Pilot Connect, which 
enables platooning.

Highway Pilot Connect electronically connects vehicles
together into a platoon via a Wi-Fi connection, so they 
respond instantly to inputs in the lead truck, such as braking. 
With a 15-metre gap between trucks in a three-truck 
platoon, the average fuel economy gain is 9%.

Belk said the trucks would always need a human in each 

cab, but added that computers would enhance safety and 
efficiency. 

He continued: “We are running this technology in Germany 
under licence and it will come to production before the end 
of the decade. What will hold it up will be government and 
legislation. That is why I so keen for [the UK Government] to 
get on with the piloting work.”

Vehicle platooning has been tested throughout Europe. 
This included a public test in Spain in May 2012 for the Safe 
Road Trains for the Environment (SARTRE) project, which is 
part-funded by the European Commission.

In April last year, as part of the European Truck Platooning 
Challenge organised by the Netherlands for its EU Presi-
dency, six ‘platoons’ of semi-automated trucks completed 
journeys from various European cities, reaching their final 
destination of the Port of Rotterdam (Commercial Fleet, April 
2016).

The European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association 
(ACEA) and its commercial vehicle members – Daf Trucks, 
Daimler Trucks, Iveco, MAN Truck & Bus, Scania and Volvo 
Group – were involved in the initiative and provided a platoon 
each.

Members of the commercial vehicle board of the ACEA 
called for governments to harmonise legislation to allow the 
wide-scale introduction of platooning so driverless trucks 
could be a ‘common sight’ on Europe’s roads in future.

If this were to happen, the potential financial benefits would 
be huge, according to analysis from Axa.

Its report, The Future of Driverless Haulage, found that 
when considering the anticipated cost savings across four 
cost categories, labour, fuel, insurance and vehicle utilisa-
tion, there would be an estimated £33.6 billion of savings in 
the UK alone. Axa said that figure has the potential to climb
to £47.5bn after 10 years.

In addition, there would be safety benefits, as accidents 
would be reduced because the same technology could be 
used to avoid accidents.

Have driverless truck trials hit the brakes?
Platooning could be major money-saver but Government is ‘showing no urgency’, says trucks boss 
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“We have contacted the 
Government, but no one 
wants to talk to us about it”
Mike Belk, Mercedes-Benz Trucks 

£33.6bn
savings in the UK alone from 

platooning according to    
analysis from Axa

Trials would see trucks travelling 
together in close convoy
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Whether your vehicles are large or small, bulk standard or highly specialist, you need a partner who understands 

the direct link between the reliability of your fleet and your company’s profitability.

At Enterprise Flex-E-Rent, we believe this means more than simply having the scale and resources to deliver 

the vehicles you need, when and where you need them. After all, that’s no more than you’d expect and is really 

nothing out of the ordinary (or at least it shouldn’t be).

Making a real difference to your business is all about taking the time to understand how you operate, what’s 

important to you right now, and how this might change in the future.

Then by combining our specialist knowledge with a clear understanding of your business needs, 

we can deliver a service that’s based on flexibility, expertise and a total commitment to

customer service at every level.

Our business is Your business

To find out more about the difference we can make to your 

business, call 0800 328 9001 or visit flexerent.co.uk
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By Matt de Prez

enault Trucks has appointed Grahame Neagus 
as its new head of LCV, with a brief to grow sales 
of the Renault Master through its truck dealer 
network.

He replaces Richard Chamberlain who held 
the role since 2015 when Renault Trucks decided 
to separate its van operation from truck. 

The Volvo Group manufacturer is keen to communicate the 
difference between its red-badged Renault Master and one 
from the Renault car brand.

Neagus said: “The vans might look the same from the 
outside but the real value of the partnership is how you look 
after the vehicle. From our perspective that is the critical point.

“One of our biggest benefits is our 68 dealers, which are full 
of true, dedicated truck people. Their philosophy on how they 
treat customers, look after customers and the services they 
deliver are a quantum leap ahead of car-oriented centres.”

Last year the company sold 1,450 Renault Master vans, but 
has aspirations to double that figure by 2020. 

Existing truck customers make up around 70% of Master 
sales for the company with some of the growth coming from 
fleets downsizing a 7.5-tonne truck to a 4.5-tonne Master 
van.

“A lot of our customers run heavy products and they don’t 
consider the Master to be any less worthy of that level of 
integrated servicing and aftersales support,” explained 
Neagus.

“Just because it’s a smaller vehicle it might not be as 
heavily legislated but that doesn’t stop them from adopting 
the same universal approach as they do on their HGV fleet.”

He believes the aftersales support that Renault Trucks can 
offer is becoming increasingly popular among van buyers 
who are looking to maximise the uptime of their fleets.

“We treat Master as a small truck, not as a van,” he said. 
“Where our heavy truck background helps us immensely is 

that the HGV side of business is heavily regulated and full of 
legislation. As businesses grow they look to be more 
compliant and minimise downtime – that ethos is what we 
already have.

“There are many aspects of what we already have here in 
this business that you will see very shortly transcending 
down into Master to make it a more attractive proposition.”

By focusing on the operator’s service requirements the 
company is aiming to provide value-added Renault Truck 
network experiences – such as out of hours serving and 
tailored R&M contracts – to the traditionally car-focussed
van aftersales market, with the ultimate aim of maximising 
operator uptime and compliance.

Neagus said: “Selling the metal is one thing but keeping 
that customer on the road in a compliant and safe way and 
where the asset is working optimally is our real focus. 

“We have contracts with clients who are doing what would 
usually be described by leasing companies as ‘monster 
mileage’ of between 70,000 and 100,000 miles per year.

“But we have no fear in that as we are used to selling a 
HGV and maintaining it over a million-mile contract. We have 
plenty of customers who cover more than 80,000 miles per 
year in Masters.”

The customer base is very varied. Panel vans are more 
popular among logistics companies using them alongside, 
or instead of, heavier trucks. But Renault Trucks also offers 
a turn-key conversion service, Ready for Business, and is 
planning to increase sales of its specialist vehicles this year 
by enhancing that offer – which will be revealed within the 
next few months.

“We are going to make Ready for Business completely 
different which will make our offer a lot more enticing,” said 
Neagus. “We started the programme in 2015 with the 
conventional drop side, tipper and Luton-bodied vehicles, 
which have done well. But from my way of thinking we were 
missing a trick with this because there are sectors in the 
market that we can attack and prove our worth in.”

Following the success of its Optifleet telematics system, 
which helps truck operators monitor driver behaviour and 
track vehicles, Renault Trucks is planning to incorporate the 
system into the Master this year, too.

New Renault Trucks LCV boss to double sales
Aftersales support is key to differentiation with Renault UK’s Master van, says Grahame Neagus
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“One of our    
biggest benefits     
is our 68 dealers,  
which are full of 
true, dedicated 
truck people”
Grahame Neagus, Renault Trucks

1,450
Master vans sold last year 
but the company hopes to
double that figure in 2017

Keeping clients on the road 
in a compliant and safe way 
is the “real focus”
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By Gareth Roberts

he Government has announced a major review 
into the way personal injury compensation claims 
are calculated, after facing a backlash over a new 
formula.

The discount rate (‘Ogden rate’), which is used 
to work out how much insurers should pay to 
victims of major accidents, was changed last 

month. As a result insurers will no longer be able to pay a 
lower settlement figure – they will pay more. Effectively the 
word ’discount’ no longer applies.

However, just days after announcing the change, the justice 
secretary Liz Truss launched a consultation on the way the 
rate is set. Under the proposals, unveiled as part of the six-
week review, an independent body instead of the Lord Chan-
cellor – a role Truss also holds – could determine the Ogden 
rate in the future. 

Experts have welcomed the move, but commercial and 
personal insurance customers will still face an increase in 
premiums, after Truss insisted that the new rate will not be 
changed in the short-term. 

RAC Insurance director Mark Godfrey said: “It is good 
news that a consultation is taking place on the discount rate, 
but we would urge the Government to carry this out as fast 
as possible. An independent body setting the rate could be 
a very sensible way forward as it may help to avoid costly 
mistakes such as the one we’ve just witnessed.

“In the meantime, we would urgently like to see the recent 
change to the discount rate being reversed or moderated 
until a new methodology is agreed.”

Courts calculate compensation based on a loss of earnings 
and the cost of care. But they also adjust the lump sum 
payout to take account of the interest on the money which 
victims with life-changing injuries are likely to earn over time.

Truss announced that the discount would be changed from 
2.5% to minus 0.75% from March 20, as it is linked to Govern-
ment gilts which are paying out negative returns.

Steve Green, a director at specialist fleet insurance broker 
Anthony Jones, said: “This significant reduction could 
increase costs for insurers and companies in two ways: 
claims reserves for past claims that have not yet been paid 
will have to rise and future claims costs for large personal 
injuries will also rise.”

For every £1,000 in the settlement, £25 was to have been 
delivered by the 2.5% interest accrued each year, which 
meant that the insurer only paid £975.61 per £1,000. With the 
new rate, they are now having to pay £1,007.56 per £1,000 in 
the settlement. This adds up to millions of pounds.

According to the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR), the 
Lord Chancellor’s decision to change the rate could cost
insurers approximately £2 billion a year.

Fleet insurance specialist the Gauntlet Group suggests 
that this could result in as much as a 25% increase in 
premiums come renewal time.

Ian McCarron, Gauntlet Group director, warned: “Fleet 
managers need to pro-actively tackle this issue. Burying 
heads in the sand until the renewal comes around will be of 
no use. The message has to be to act swiftly and start to 
manage risk now.”

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) estimate that up 
to 36 million individual and business motor insurance poli-
cies could be affected. 

David Johnson, a partner at Weightmans LLP, said: “Taking 
the example of a £9 million case, of which £8.2m relates to 
future losses and expenses, the new discount rate of -0.75% 
would more than double the value of the claim to a cost of 
just more than £20m.

“This will drastically increase the size of lump-sum 
payments across the scale of serious personal injury cases.”

Two-thirds (67%) of respondents to a Commercial Fleet poll 
said they had seen their insurance costs rise. Just one in 
seven (14%) had seen them fall. They have already faced a 
doubling in the rate of insurance premium tax (IPT), from 6% 
to 12% (latest rate, effective from June) over the past two 
years, and premium pressure from rising whiplash costs.

Green concluded: “Insurers risk selection criteria and 
pricing will be tightening up. Think about the planning 
process for insurance covers and costs. Review indemnity 
limits you need to buy and plan for pricing increases with 
your broker.” 

PI compensation claims back under review
Backlash from insurers forces Government to think again days after announcing new formula
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For more from Steve Jones 
on the discount rate, see 

www.commercialfleet.org/
more/blog

“Insurers risk 
selection 
criteria and 
pricing will be 
tightening up”
Steve Green, Anthony Jones 

£2bn
estimate of how much extra
the insurance industry will 

have to find after ‘Ogden 
rate’* change

* Named after Sir Michael Ogden QC
who chaired the working party on the

1995 Civil Evidence Act

Rising whiplash costs  
are playing a part in 

premium increases
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Perhaps not.
His name is Chris Craggs, CEO at McFarlane Telfer, and he recognises 

the importance of an efficient, compliant and, above all, a safe fleet 

of vans.

That’s why he’s a member of FORS – the Fleet Operator Recognition 

Scheme. And he’s also achieved Silver status, meaning that 

specifiers and contractors want to get to know him better.
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By John Maslen

lectric vans can be used in real-world market 
conditions to support profitable business opera-
tions in cities, a major research programme has 
concluded.

The findings are part of a £1 million study looking 
at how businesses in London could adapt to slash 
emissions and to meet the Mayor of London’s 

ambitions for a zero-emission transport system by 2050.
The research, funded by the Greater London Authority, 

looked at a number of ways to drive efficiencies in the parcel 
delivery sector, including the use of electric vehicles, an 
assessment of telematics systems and the implementation 
of urban consolidation centres for delivery.

Consolidation allows several parcel companies to deliver 
to a single urban hub, from which the ‘final mile’ of the 
journey is completed. This reduces the number of vehicles 
driven into London from out of town depots.

The trial used the company Gnewt Cargo as a test bed. It 
has one of the largest zero-emission delivery fleets in the 
world with around 100 EVs. 

Speaking at a Greater London Authority forum, Jacques 
Leonardi from the University of Westminster, who analysed 
the results of the trials, said: “The major message is ‘go 
ahead’, you can earn money with electric vehicles and urban 
consolidation in the classic parcel distribution logistics 
supply chain in the UK under real market conditions.

“We reduced the cost per parcel for final delivery and the 
main effect is a reduction of congestion.”

Deliveries to the inner-city depot were carried out at night, 
instead of vans covering the same journey to deliver directly 
to customers’ premises during the day when congestion is 
at its highest.

Analysis during the trial showed one client, Hermes 
Europe, was able to reduce traffic from its Enfield depot into 
the city by consolidating deliveries at a Gnewt Cargo depot
in Wardens Grove. This cut vehicle requirements from 50 in Wardens Grove. This cut vehicle requirements from 50 
vans journeys to seven trucks.

 News insight: Agile Freight

E
Gnewt then completed journeys on a local basis.
Leonardi added: “The real logistics performance, where 

the money is, is metres per parcel because you get paid per 
parcel and per delivery. That is very low at 120 metres per 
parcel, which is a highly efficient indicator.

“All the other indicators I have done in the past for any other 
business were always much higher. The average in the 
industry for last mile delivery in the industry is something 
like 700 metres per parcel.”

This reduction in mileage plays to the strengths of electric 
vehicles, which have a shorter range than diesel equivalents, 
particularly when fully-loaded.

Sam Clarke is managing director and founder of Gnewt 
Cargo, which is now delivering 2.6 million parcels a year 
using its zero-emission fleet.

He said: “The traditional delivery model pivots around 
large distribution hubs on the outside of town delivering into
town every day through rush hour. What we have done is 
changed the logic, as we have our freight coming through 
the night.”

Clarke added that a shift to electric vehicles requires a 
different way of thinking among fleet suppliers, particularly 
when it comes to replacement cycles.

He said: “Most operators will turn vehicles over every three 
years but I genuinely feel that the vehicles that we are using 
should last six, seven or eight years-plus before they need 
changing. changing. 

“There are far fewer moving parts, far less wear and tear 
and these vehicles should have longer cycles. Leasing 
companies normally have a cut off of five years, but I am 
going to be arguing that for electric vehicles there really 
should be a 10-year turnover.”

As well as choosing zero emission technolo-
gies, companies need to start thinking differ-

ently when it comes to sharing resources, 
Clarke added.

2.6m  
parcels a year delivered

by Gnewt Cargo’s 
zero-emission fleet

Research gives green light to EV van fleets
Tests in London show savings can be made if companies are ready to rethink delivery dynamic

Gnewt has one of the largest 
zero-emission fleets in the world

“We reduced the cost per parcel for final delivery 
and the main effect is the reduction of congestion”
Jacques Leonardi, University of Westminster



Fleet operators need to prepare for a diesel-free 
future as cities bid to introduce emission-free 
transport in the coming decades.

Companies must be prepared for local authorities 
to make ‘tough decisions’ when it comes to
transport as they introduce clean air strategies,   
the industry has been told.

This is particularly the case for the van fleet
sector, where traffic has increased substantially, 
partly because of home deliveries following the 
boom in internet shopping.

Sam Longman, policy manager for environment at 
Transport for London (TfL), said: “We are 
transforming London. It does need to go a lot 
quicker though. We are going in the right direction 
except for vans. That is a real challenge.

“Overall, we had a target of 60% reduction in CO2

by 2025 over the 1990 baseline. CO2 is coming down 
nowhere near fast enough.

“The mayor has got an ambitious target for a zero 
carbon city by 2050. What we are trying to convey 
is that we need a step change.

“Accelerating uptake of the cleanest Euro 6 
vehicles is not the end game. We will be telling you 
that you need to get zero emission vehicles before 
long and it is important that we set out our roadmap 
now. It is only fair that people who have got fleets
can plan their purchasing.”

Zero emission zones will be the next step after
ultra-low emission zones that are pencilled to arrive 
in 2019. Longman contends that fleet operators must 
prepare for change.

He said: “We all need to play our part in that.  We
need vehicle manufacturers to innovate, we need 
fleet operators to use their fleets to try to drive
uptake, along with local authorities, through their 
procurement contracts.”

This includes providing road space for charging 
infrastructure and using parking controls as a lever 
to favour low-emission vehicles.

He added: “We have to push people. I know it is 
difficult and it is expensive but we are not going    
to get there unless we do. It is not just a case of 
talking about it, we actually need to make sure 
stuff happens.”

A range of initiatives are being put in place to
support fleets as they plan the path to a lower-
emission future.

These include LoCity, an industry-led programme
that is helping the freight and fleet sector lead the 
way in improving air quality and reducing emissions.

Tim Ward, freight and fleet engagement manager, 
TfL, says the debate needs to go beyond London.

“London-only standards are helpful if they drive 
change, but they need to be seen in a national 
context as well,” he said.

“It is not just about London. We are involved with 
people from Coventry, Manchester and other cities 
who are also involved in LoCity.”

This includes discussing the benefits of alternative 
fuels, but also ways to cut journeys altogether, for 
example though depot consolidation schemes.

Ward said: “The safest, cleanest trip is the one 
that doesn’t have to take place.

“We can’t promote one technology over another. 
We don’t think there is a single solution for those
who, at the moment, choose diesel, but we do want
to move away from diesel as quickly as possible.”

Diesel-free cities are coming – it’s a question of when not if

TRADITIONAL DELIVERY

GNEWT CARGO DELIVERY

SUBURBAN DEPOT
NIGHT-TIME DELIVERY

DELIVERY POINTS

DELIVERY POINTS

IN/OUT JOURNEYS

OVERNIGHT TRUNK LAST MILE DELIVERY

CONSOLIDATION 
CENTRE

SUBURBAN DEPOT

DELIVERY AREA

DELIVERY AREA
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He said: “What we were trying to do was use consolidation 
to try to reduce the number of miles on the road and diesel
miles consumed. How can we get different carriers’ volume 
in the same van? Trying to put that together in a way that is 
efficiently consolidated from an IT perspective and from 
putting parcels in the same van is incredibly difficult.

“But we have to do these sort of things and we have to try 
things. There is a time to talk about things and there is a time 
to do things and that’s what we are trying to do here.”

The trial also looked at how routing and telematics systems 
can make the delivery process more efficient, but it had 
mixed success.

While the various systems on trial provided substantial 
amounts of data that could be analysed, when it came to 
deliveries, the local knowledge of drivers often proved the 
best solution when planning routes.

10  
years is recommended       

operating cycle for electric vans

These signs will 
become a common 

sight in major 
urban areas

The trial was completed in the middle of last year, with the 
results expected to be publishing during 2017, but the 
Greater London Authority says work will still continue.

There are plans to invest a further £1m trialling heavier 
electric vehicles including trucks to assess what demands 
this places on the charging network and the range vehicles 
can achieve when loaded.

In addition, the intention is to take the learnings from the 
London trials and share them with other cities.

Clarke added: “We need other cities to profit from the 
learnings in London. London is a beast in comparison to all 
the other cities in the UK, but nonetheless it is a big city 
where we learned an awful lot of lessons to try to solve some 
of these challenges.

“If they can be replicated and scalable both in London and 
elsewhere, then we are doing a good job.”
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We operate vans with a gross vehicle weight of 3,500kg
and most of our drivers hold a category B driving licence. 
Due to gaining a new contract, we are exploring the
possibility of towing trailers and need to know what our

drivers’ licence category would need to be.

The category B driving licence enables your drivers to 
operate your vans (3.5t gvw) and tow trailers up to a 
maximum of 750kgs maximum authorised mass. 
To tow larger trailers, your drivers would need to obtain 

their +E entitlement by passing a further trailer test.
Once they have this entitlement, they can tow any size trailer 

behind your vans but will be restricted by the maximum gross   
train weight of the towing vehicle which can be found in the vehicle 
handbook.

However, the Third EU Directive on Driving Licences introduced a 
new limit for trailers of 3,500 kgs maximum authorised mass if the 
driver passed the additional +E test after January 19, 2013. Current 
holders of B+E licences will be unaffected by this change.

Q

A

QA&
Fleet management is riddled with issues, 
queries and uncertainty, often caused by 
legislation. Eamonn Brennan, FTA manager of 
van information, looks at common questions 
raised by fleets with its member advice clinic

A

Do you have an issue that needs resolving?

Get the solution by emailing us at:  
commercialfleet@bauermedia.co.uk 

?

Has a Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA)
enforcement officer got the same power as a police
officer in stopping vehicles?

Yes, failing to stop when instructed to do so by a DVSA 
officer is an offence. DVSA can prosecute drivers, and also 
send a report to the independent traffic commissioners, 
who have the power to take action against a driver’s 

vocational driving licence.  

A driver has told us
that there is a 5%
tolerance when a
vehicle is accidentally

overloaded. Is this true?

There are only two 
legal defences against 
overloading. These are 
1) when a vehicle is 

being driven to or from a 
weighbridge for the purposes of 
being weighed or 2) if the load is 
porous and has taken on water, 
for example, on the journey; and 
there is evidence that the vehicle 
was not overweight when it 
started the journey. There are no 
other allowances. A verbal 
warning may be given for a first 
offence, but there is no guarantee of this. The start point for the offence 
begins as soon as the vehicle breaches its gross vehicle or axle weight.

One of our truck’s tachographs has become faulty but the
repairer needs to order some components to carry out the
repair. In the meantime, can we continue to use the vehicle?

Yes, in the event of breakdown or faulty tachograph, the defect
must be rectified as circumstances permit. If the vehicle is 
unlikely to return to base within the week, then the instrument
must be repaired en route.

To continue to use the tachograph in the interim period, the driver would
need to do manual records to cover their activities on the days that the 
vehicle is used. 
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Responsibilities for vehicle roadworthiness
Whether your vehicles are serviced in house or at 
a dealership or workshop it is you, the operator, 
who is responsible for their roadworthiness. You 
must ensure you retain a minimum of 15 months’ 
maintenance records for each vehicle and/or trailer 
in your fleet. You are also required to carry out 
pre-planned safety inspections to meet your         
O Licence obligations.

Further guidance on what intervals the safety 
inspections need to be set at can be seen under 
annex 4 in the DVSA publication ‘Guide to 
maintaining Roadworthiness’. To download a copy, 
go to www.gov.uk/government/publications/guide-
to-maintaining-roadworthiness

Driver walkaround check
Your driver is usually the employee in closest 
contact with the vehicle and, therefore, the most 
likely to be the first aware of any fault that develops.

It is important to carry out a first use check of a 
vehicle prior to driving to ensure it is roadworthy. 
Once the driver takes the vehicle onto a public road 
they become responsible for its condition and can 
be prosecuted for using an unroadworthy vehicle.

Reporting defects on vehicles
From broken wing mirrors to unusual engine 
noises, a driver should become aware of a vehicle’s 
safety systems that require immediate attention.

Every time a driver reports a defect they must 
complete a defect report which should be sent to 
their line manager or supervisor who will, in turn, 
decide whether the vehicle can be used or taken 
off the road for the defect to be repaired.

The first use check list report should be fully 
completed even if there are no defects. This proves 
to an enforcement officer that you have a control 
system in place that is working and offers 
mitigation for you and the driver in case a defect 
happens while out on the road but the vehicle was 
defect-free when it was originally checked.

There is no laid down format for a defect report 
and it may be incorporated into another type of 
record book or kept in the form of a separate 
defect pad. 

A simple duplicate book with pre-carbonated 
pages is advisable as the driver then has proof that 
they have raised the defect and therefore it will 
demonstrate an audit trail of the repairs that have 
been completed.

USE OF REBATED FUEL Ð ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

TRAFFIC LIGHT 
SEQUENCE 
(HIGHWAY CODE)

Vehicles that are permitted to use rebated
fuel are also allowed to use it to run any
ancillary equipment that is carried on the
vehicle (e.g. cranes, pumps etc.).

Rebated fuel can also be used to power
ancillary equipment on a vehicle which is
fuelled by conventional diesel provided the
machinery the rebated fuel is powering and
the tank containing the rebated fuel are

solely and permanently connected to each
other and entirely separate from the fuel
supply and engine. Any other tanks are
deemed to be part of the vehicle’s fuel
system and must contain fully duty-paid
diesel. If the ancillary equipment is powered
from the vehicle’s fuel supply or engine, then
the vehicle must use diesel for both
powering the equipment and for propulsion. 

LIGHT ONE
RED means STOP. Wait behind the
stop line on the carriageway.

LIGHT TWO
RED AND AMBER also means STOP.
Do not pass through or start until
GREEN shows. 

LIGHT THREE
GREEN means you may go on if the
way is clear. Take special care if you
intend to turn left or right and give
way to pedestrians who are
crossing.

LIGHT FOUR
AMBER means STOP at the stop line.
You may continue only if the AMBER
appears after you have crossed the
stop line or are so close to it that to
pull up might cause an accident.

FLASHING AMBER LIGHT
Pelican crossings are those which
are signal-controlled, where flashing
amber follows the red STOP light.
This crossing is made aware to the
drivers with its traffic lights and
zig-zag road markings.

As a driver, you MUST give way to
any pedestrians on the crossing
when the amber light is flashing. If
the amber light is flashing and there
are no pedestrians on the crossing,
you may proceed with caution.

After the lights start flashing,
watch out for people making a last-
minute dash. 

Be prepared to let them cross    
but do not wave others onto the
crossing. 

Vehicle  
maintenance
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Rules&
regulations

The FTA looks at the 
latest issues to affect vans
and trucks, including vehicle 
maintenance and the use of 
rebated fuels
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Innovation and collaboration help to make utility company’s fleet safer, greener and more efficient

By John Charles

lectricity North West is recognised as a 
fleet operator of excellence and at the 
core of its focus is safety, the environ-
ment and efficiency.

The electricity distribution network 
operator can claim an impressive list of 
achievements. For example, it has a 

fleet collision ratio of just 5% across its 628 
commercial vehicles. It has also seen an 11% 
reduction in diesel used over the past five years 
despite a 6% increase in fleet size. 

And it can add emission savings due to factors 
including vehicle downsizing where appropriate, 
driver education, the fitment of vehicles with rev 
and speed limiters and improved journey plan-
ning. The company has also achieved increased 
efficiencies in numerous areas including procure-
ment cost-savings. 

What’s more Electricity North West is taking its 
sub-contractors, which currently collectively 
operate some 800 commercial vehicles, on the 
safety journey.

Electricity North West is the first utility company 
in the UK to achieve the Freight Transport Asso-
ciation’s (FTA) Van Excellence best practice 
accreditation. 

Fleet manager Graham Davis has been in post 
for almost nine years and says: “Safety is key, but 
we treat the company’s money as if it was our 
own. We normally secure funding for the initia-
tives we want to pursue having proven the busi-

E
ness case. Compliance is essential as we don’t 
want to appear in front of the Traffic Commis-
sioners.”

Electricity North West buys all its vehicles and 
benefits from a procurement club that comprises 
other utility companies. It then spends thousands 
of pounds – £12,000 in the case of panel vans for 
jointers responsible for repairing underground 
cables – making them fit-for-purpose with 
racking, welfare facilities, auxiliary batteries and 
other features as well as a raft of safety features.

Those features include reversing cameras, 
forward-facing cameras, telematics and the 
aforementioned rev and speed limiters.

The company requires a wide range of vehicles 
for use across a raft of skill sets – surveyors, first 
responder fault technicians, fitters, overhead line 
engineers as well as jointers and others. These, 
plus the relatively low mileage (18,000-20,000 
miles on average per year per vehicle), are among 
the reasons why vehicle replacement cycles 
extend to eight years for vans and 10 years or 
more for trucks and specialist vehicles such as 
the Unimogs. The Unimogs have 4x4 chassis and 
are operated across some of the harshest terrain 
in the North West. 

“Equipping a base vehicle and making it fit for 
purpose is a significant cost so we need to operate 
across replacement cycles that may not be the 
fleet norm,” says Davies, who adds that vehicles 
are typically defleeted through Burnley 
Auctioneers.

“It’s a constant balancing act in introducing vehicles 
that are fit for purpose – and with the right payload 
– so we can equip to meet our requirements”
Graham Davies, Electricity North West

Such replacement cycles make a strict vehicle 
maintenance regime essential and that starts 
with drivers undertaking daily vehicle inspections. 
An in-house mobile app is used by drivers to 
undertake checks with reports and any remedial 
action required fed through to the fleet depart-
ment.

Electricity North West is one of the UK’s regu-
lated electricity distribution networks centred on 
Cumbria and Lancashire. It connects 2.4 million 
properties and more than five million people in 
the region to the national grid.

Last year it produced a driver’s ‘daily check’ 
video, which is viewed by all employees and is part 
of the company’s induction process. This year, the 
company is to produce a ‘safe loading’ video, 
which will be shown to all drivers.

Vehicle maintenance is carried out through a 
combination of four of its own workshops and a 
network of independent garages across its region.

Vans from five manufacturers are currently on 
the company’s fleet with car-derived vehicles 
undergoing an annual service and panel vans 
having an annual service plus a six-monthly 
inspection. Trucks go through the statutory eight-
week checks and undergo an annual service.

Driver engagement is vital for Davies, which is 
why working groups have been established to 
manage a range of fleet matters, most recently 
the design of new vehicle fit-outs and new vehicle 
livery.

Payload management is a critical issue for Elec-
tricity North West. Manufacturers are adding 
weight to new vehicles – notably additional safety 
features, heavier windscreens and AdBlue tanks 
and related equipment on Euro6-compliant 
models. So the company faces the challenge of 
reducing weight for vehicle fit-out and the amount 
of tools and equipment carried, while continuing 
to deliver a safe and reliable service to customers.

“It’s a constant balancing act in introducing vehi-
cles that are fit for purpose – and with the right 
payload – so we can equip to meet our 
requirements. We tackled this chal-
lenge by establishing user-groups to 

Electricity company gets
a ‘real buzz’ from having

y mp y g
a ‘real buzz’ from having 
achievements recognised

Fleet spotlight: Electricity North West
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Company Electricity North WestCompany
Fleet size 413 (vans), 149 (4x4s), 66 
(trucks), 294 (plant and trailers)
Funding method outright purchase
Operating cycle eight years (vans); 
minimum 10 years (trucks)
Key brands on fleet Fiat, Ford, 
Peugeot, Toyota, Vauxhall (vans); Isuzu, 
MAN, Mercedes-Benz, Volvo (trucks)

Factfile

Fleet manager Graham Davis has 
more than 40 years’ experience 

in the motor industry
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develop and implement solutions,” says 
Davies. They include: using 30% lighter 
internal racking and reducing the 

number of seats in vehicle cabins from three to 
two, while weighbridges have been introduced at 
the company’s 11 depots to monitor weight.

Further efficiencies are being achieved by chal-
lenging drivers and depot managers on vehicle 
choice to ensure the most efficient vehicles are 
used by each skill set across the company. For 
example, where possible small vans equipped 
with ‘grip control’ for better handling have been 
introduced at the expense of 4x4s, delivering 
significantly improved mpg and improved 
wholelife costs while being 50% cheaper to buy.

The introduction of a raft of safety measures 
helped drive down collisions to the extent that just 
33 incidents were recorded in 2015/16, netting a 
“significant” insurance premium saving. This is 
viewed as a big achievement.

Explaining an average 2% reduction in fuel 

fleet roles, says: “Fitting rev limiters to the fleet 
cost £98,000, but within six months we had saved 
£100,000 on fuel. They have had the biggest 
impact in terms of cutting fuel use, but also 
reducing the strain on drivers.

“Drivers were initially suspicious of the new 
technology – rev limiters, speed limiters and 
trackers – but it is for their own safety and welfare. 
Rev limiters deliver a more relaxed style of driving 
and reduce speed. If drivers are more relaxed 
there is less strain on them and less strain on the 
vehicle,” he adds.

It was a combination of such initiatives that saw 
Electricity North West being named Commercial 
Fleet of the Year - Utilities in the 2016 Commercial 

Fleet Awards and Davies being highly commendedt

in the Commercial Fleet Manager of the Year 
category.

The judges said: “Significant innova-
tions from cameras, telematics, videos 
and apps for driver checks make     

“The team takes a 
collaborative approach   
to fleet management”
Commercial Fleet Awards judges

Driving poses a bigger risk to engineers than working with electricity
Despite the perilous nature of working with 
electricity, Graham Davies is conscious that 
Electricity North West engineers are at greater   
risk on the road.

The Government-supported Driving for Better 
Business campaign calculates that around a third of 
road traffic collisions involve a person at work and,
what’s more, it is estimated that each day more 
than 150 vehicles driven on company business are 
involved in a crash resulting in injury.

Driving is therefore the most dangerous part of 
the vast majority of employees’ working day, which
is why Davies says: “Sometimes our engineers have 
been working for 12 hours fixing overhead lines in 

the dark and in severe weather; and then the job’s 
done. Then they get into a warm van, relieved and
looking forward to going home – and that’s the 
single most dangerous point of the day. It’s our job 
to do everything we can to mitigate the risks. 

Davies urges other commercial vehicle fleet 
managers to “expect the worst, but do as much as 
is possible to reduce drivers’ risk exposure”.

He says: “At Electricity North West we do as
much as possible to protect drivers without 
physically sitting in the cab beside them.

“Fleets can have all the policies and procedures 
in place, but it is the people with the vehicle keys 
that will cause a problem.”

That’s why, despite vehicles being fitted with a 
raft of additional safety features and employees 
going through licence checks, driver training and 
carrying out daily safety checks, Electricity North 
West undertakes frequent random vehicle 
inspections at depots and uses mobile phones to 
deliver safety ‘text bursts’.

Davies said: “We must keep road safety front    
of mind. It’s vital that I make myself visible and 
available and discuss issues with drivers and
involve them in what we are doing. 

“If a driver has a problem we need to sort it out.
Fleet managers should never rest on their laurels 
and expect the job is done.”

Design to rollout of new livery 
took just eight weeks

Fleet spotlight: Electricity North West

volume year-on-year since 2011 – diesel volume 
per annum is now around 1.2 million litres – 
Davies says many initiatives had contributed to 
cutting fuel bills. Among them was a joint tender 
with another utility company for fuel cards to 
improve terms. But he singled out rev limiters as 
the most important additional feature.

Davies, who has more than 40 years’ motor 
industry experience behind him – much of it in 
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“We were conscious that, while we needed something 
bold and striking, a design covering the whole  
vehicle would present too many cost challenges”
Graham Davies, Electricity North West
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For more case studies, visit: 
commercialfleet.org/vans/

case-studies/
Online

Mark Ashton, in-house 
graphic designer, 

Electricity North West 
(left), collects the best 

livery trophy from 
Mediafleet sales 

director Barnaby Smith

Electricity North West stand out. Its 
consideration for drivers is demonst-
rated by their inclusion on vehicle 

design and modification discussions; the team 
takes a collaborative approach to fleet manage-
ment. A worthy winner.”

Meanwhile, 2016 saw Electricity North West 
introduce a new fleet livery starting with a pilot 
scheme involving 25 vans.

Livery design started in January last year with
a steering group involving representatives of the 
company’s fleet, communications and accommo-
dation teams as well as delivery managers, trade 
union representatives and supply partner AST.

The aims of the livery redesign included raising
awareness of Electricity North West across the 
region and reinforcing the importance of the fleet 
with Davies saying: “It is vital customers across 
the region know who we are and what we do, so 
they know who to contact in a power cut, and our 
vital services can be accessed easily and quickly.”

Furthermore, the final livery had to be adapt-
able across all vehicle types from small- a- nd 
medium-sized vans to mobile elevated work 
platform vehicles. After the design was agreed 
pilot vans were on the road within eight weeks.

Davies says: “We were conscious that, while we 
needed something bold and striking, a design 
covering the whole vehicle would present too 
many cost challenges and may increase the 
vulnerability of wear and tear.”

The result, including the straplines ‘powering 

the North West’ and ‘bringing energy to your door’ 
as well as icons representing homes, businesses, 
pylons and contact details is now being rolled out 
across the fleet as new vehicles are introduced.

The company made it double top in the 2016 
Commercial Fleet Awards as it also won the Best 
Commercial Fleet Livery of the Year title with the 
judges saying: “Striking a uniformed livery 
showing thoughtful use of symbols and colours, 
plus good use of contact information including 
various social media platforms. The company set 
a clear objective which was perfectly met by the 
livery.”

Davies says: “We have received positive 
comments on the new design both internally and 
externally and as the livery is rolled out it will 
provide many benefits to the company.”

With approximately 70 vehicles being replaced 
each year – as well as additional vehicles intro-
duced as Electricity North West brings some 
outsourced contracts back in-house – it will take 
perhaps a further five or six years to transform 
the whole fleet.

Electricity North West was accredited to Van 
Excellence in 2010 and Davies is a member of its 
governance group.

“We believed our fleet was well managed with 
good fleet policies and procedures, but no one 
outside of the business knew that. Therefore, with 
the majority of the Electricity North West fleet 
being vans, which do not come under Operator 
Licence regulations, we thought it was important 

to abide by a code of practice,” says Davies 
explaining why the company joined the campaign, 
which is designed to raise fleet operating stand-
ards nationally.

What’s more, Electricity North West subse-
quently told all its sub-contractors they had to join 
Van Excellence or would not receive work.

“We measure complaint levels and we noticed 
they were twice as high for our sub-contractor 
fleets as for our own. The only difference was we 
had Van Excellence and they didn’t. We then made 
it compulsory for them to become accredited and 
the problem disappeared,” says Davies, who adds 
that sub-contractors’ vehicles were also equipped 
with speed limiters to meet the code of practice.

Further underlining Electricity North West’s 
focus on compliance is that everyone in the busi-
ness who has any degree of vehicle responsibility 
– from depot managers to the chief executive and 
fellow directors – attends an FTA Operator
Licence appreciation course and a two-year
mandatory refresher course.

Davies says: “Fleet may be a small part of the 
Electricity North West business, but it is impor-
tant people in the company understand road 
transport legislation and that it is critical the rules
are followed and best practice is applied so we 
are compliant.”

Looking forward, Davies says ensuring 
maximum vehicle and driver safety and compli-
ance remain his biggest challenge, but he is also
keen to pilot plug-in vehicles.

The company car fleet is more than 300 vehicles 
and a pool car fleet includes three all-electric 
Nissan Leafs. But electric van viability is hampered 
by battery range and payload issues.

However, says Davies: “Plug-in vehicle tech-
nology is advancing rapidly and I believe we will 
have electric vans on the fleet in the near future.”

A further initiative being worked on will see an 
updated telematics system that will identify 
drivers’ skill sets via a swipe card system. That 
will improve vehicle and driver utilisation enabling 
the correct staff to be dispatched to specific loca-
tions, boosting the likelihood of first-time fixes.

Davies leads a Salford-based fleet department 
that also includes fleet controller Steve Peers and
fleet administrators Julie Eaton and Rebecca 
Smalley. He also managing Electricity North 
West’s four garages. He says winning the awards 
gave the department and the company “a real 
buzz”.

He adds: “We always felt we were doing a good 
job, but being recognised for doing so is a great 
achievement. Electricity North West is part of the 
electricity network industry and is not a transport 
company so to win awards for our fleet is 
fantastic.”

Furthermore, Davies, who sits on the FTA’s 
utilities group, believes it is essential that fleet 
chiefs share best practice. 

He concluded: “Whether a fleet manager in a 
utility company or any other business it is impor-
tant to share knowledge, experience and prob-
lems. We can all learn from each other.”

Fleet spotlight: Electricity North West
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Crafted by you, engineered by us.
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Outlander PHEV range fuel consumption in mpg (ltrs/100km): Full Battery Charge: no fuel used, Depleted Battery Charge: 51.4mpg (5.5), Weighted Average: 
166.1mpg (1.7), CO2 emissions: 41 g/km.

THE MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER PHEV
SAVE £1,000s ON YOUR COMPANY CAR FLEET

1

Find out more. Search PHEV   |   Visit mitsubishi-cars.co.uk to fi nd your nearest dealer

IN A WORLD OF HYBRIDS, SOME FOLLOW, OTHERS LEAD.

OUTLANDER
PHEV 

4H AUTO

HONDA CR-V
EX AUTO

BMW X3
XDRIVE 30D

SE AUTO

AUDI Q5
S-LINE PLUS 

AUTO

MERCEDES 
E220D AMG LINE 

AUTO SALOON

COST OF THE CAR - P11D VALUE £39,399 £32,625  £40,665  £40,035  £44,350 

GOVERNMENT GRANT REDUCTION £2,500 £0 £0 £0 £0

ADJUSTED FINAL PRICE £36,89911  £32,625  £40,665  £40,035  £44,350 

CO2 EMISSIONS G/KM 41  179  156  133  129 

BENEFIT IN KIND RATE 9% 34% 33% 28% 27%

VEHICLE BENEFIT CHARGE WITHOUT FUEL PROVIDED £1,418 £4,437 £5,368 £4,484 £4,790 

THE EXTRA TAX YOU PAY VS PHEV (40% TAXPAYER) – £3,019 £3,949 £3,066 £3,371 

VEHICLE BENEFIT CHARGE WITH FUEL PROVIDED £2,232 £7,511 £8,351 £7,015 £7,231 

THE EXTRA TAX YOU PAY VS PHEV (40% TAXPAYER) – £5,279 £6,119 £4,783 £4,999 

Compare the tax savings of running 
a Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV as your 
company car against these market leaders.

adRocket
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1. Outlander PHEV 4h compared with Honda CR-V, BMW X3, Audi Q5 and Mercedes E-Class – average gross pay saving £5,585 for a 40% taxpayer. The savings for business drivers with a company fuel card are higher.

2. Official EU MPG test figure shown as a guide for comparative purposes and is based on the vehicle being charged from mains electricity. This may not reflect real driving results. 3. Up to 33 mile EV range achieved with full battery charge. 542 miles 

achieved with combined full battery and petrol tank. Actual range will vary depending on driving style and road conditions.

4. Outlander PHEV qualifies as low CO4. Outlander PHEV qualifies as low CO2 emissions vehicle for the purpose of Capital Allowances. 8% write down allowance used for comparison. 5. Savings achieved due to lower Profits Chargeable to Corporation Tax (PCTCT). 6. Class 1a NI only payable on 9% 

of list price compared to 30% average for other models shown. 7. 9% BIK compared to 30% average. 9% BIK rate for the 2017/18 tax year. 8. Congestion Charge application required, subject to administrative fee. 9. Domestic plug charge: 5 hours, 16 Amp home of list price compared to 30% average for other models shown. 7. 9% BIK compared to 30% average. 9% BIK rate for the 2017/18 tax year. 8. Congestion Charge application required, subject to administrative fee. 9. Domestic plug charge: 5 hours, 16 Amp home 

charge point: 3.5 hours, 80% rapid charge: 25mins. 10. Offer may be withdrawn at any time. For full terms and conditions, visit Mitsubishi-cars.co.uk/chargepoint 11. Prices shown include the Government Plug-in Car Grant and VAT (at 20%), but exclude First charge point: 3.5 hours, 80% rapid charge: 25mins. 10. Offer may be withdrawn at any time. For full terms and conditions, visit Mitsubishi-cars.co.uk/chargepoint 11. Prices shown include the Government Plug-in Car Grant and VAT (at 20%), but exclude First 

Registration Fee. Model shown is an Outlander PHEV 4hs at £38,999 including the Government Plug-in Car Grant. On The Road prices range from £32,304 to £43,554 and include VED, First Registration Fee and the Government Plug-in Car Grant. Metallic/Registration Fee. Model shown is an Outlander PHEV 4hs at £38,999 including the Government Plug-in Car Grant. On The Road prices range from £32,304 to £43,554 and include VED, First Registration Fee and the Government Plug-in Car Grant. Metallic/

pearlescent paint extra. Prices correct at time of going to print. For more information about the Government Plug-in Car Grant please visit www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants. The Government Plug-in Car Grant is subject to change at any time, without prior notice.pearlescent paint extra. Prices correct at time of going to print. For more information about the Government Plug-in Car Grant please visit www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants. The Government Plug-in Car Grant is subject to change at any time, without prior notice.

The Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV is a different animal. It delivers up to 166mpg2, with an electric 

range of up to 33 miles and a combined electric and petrol range of up to 542 miles3. And with 

ultra-low CO2 emissions there are significant savings that your business can make. You’ll be able  

to write down 100% of the cost of an Outlander in year one4, saving £1,000s in Corporation Tax5 

– and you’ll save money on your associated Class 1a National Insurance Contributions6. Business 

users will only pay 9% Benefit in Kind taxation7 plus it’s exempt from the London Congestion 

Charge8 and its first year of road tax. Fully charged in just a few hours using a domestic plug 

socket9, a free Chargemaster Homecharge unit10 or one of over 11,000 UK-wide Charge Points, 

this 4WD SUV legend continues its journey onwards as the UK’s leading selling plug-in hybrid.  

We call this Intelligent Motion. 

THE MITSUBISHI 

OUTLANDER PHEV
THE UK’s LEADING SELLING PLUG-IN HYBRID

FROM £32,249 - £43,499
Including £2,500 Government Plug-in Car Grant11

Compare the corporation tax savings 
of a Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV 
against a typical company car.

TYPICAL

VEHICLE

OUTLANDER

PHEV

PROFIT BEFORE TAX (PBT) £100,000 £100,000

TAX RATE 19% 19%

LIST PRICE OF VEHICLE £36,500 £36,89911

CAPITAL ALLOWANCE 8%4 100%

CAPITAL ALLOWANCE (£) £2,920 £36,899

TAXABLE PROFIT (ON £100,000 PBT) £97,080 £63,101

CORPORATION TAX (NO VEHICLE PURCHASE) £19,000 £19,000

CORPORATION TAX (WITH VEHICLE PURCHASE) £18,445 £11,989

SAVING DUE TO CAPITAL ALLOWANCE £555 £7,011

BUYING A PHEV WILL SAVE YOU A TOTAL OF £6,456 IN CORPORATION TAX (YEAR 1) 
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VWCV SHIFTS ITS FOCUS 
FROM METAL TO MOBILITY
UK boss Carl zu Dohna wants ‘customers for life’ by better understanding fleets’ businesses 
and offering bespoke solutions to maximise their van usage and minimise downtime

By Stephen Briers

arl zu Dohna is feeling bullish. The UK managing 
director of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has 
studied potential market disruption caused by 
the referendum vote and last month’s triggering 
of Article 50 and has come to a definitive conclu-
sion: the market is strong and there will be no 
slowdown in sales.

His reasoning is based on a couple of facts and a wad of 
anecdotal evidence. Fact one: the age of the van parc among 
fleet operators is high which means they have little choice 
but to embark upon replacement strategies. Fact two: the 

Manufacturer spotlight: Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles

C
“From our customers, we are 
getting ambitious feedback 
about their growth expectations; 
their mood is very positive” 
Carl zu Dohna, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles

45,358
registrations in 2016 
– a new record high

12%+
market share hit 

for first time

home delivery market is increasing rapidly, generating new 
demand for vans.

“And from our customers, we are getting ambitious feed-
back about their growth expectations; their mood is very 
positive,” Dohna says. “Yes, the economy is a question mark, 
but generally the environment is strong.”

The VWCV UK boss is looking to reposition the company, 
shifting focus beyond the metal onto mobility services.

“Our challenge is customers for life based on what we can 
deliver beyond the metal. We want to be known as a great 
supplier of mobility solutions,” Dohna says.

“It is important to us not just to sell a van but that we are 
more understanding of our customers’ businesses and offer 
them bespoke solutions. We want to cooperate with them so 
they can use the van as well as possible and so that we 
service the van at the right time to maximise usage and 
minimise downtime.

“They have to use the vehicle as efficiently and as much as 
possible to get the most value out of it.”

He is planning to collate and analyse data from the tele-
matics system introduced two years ago to optimise uptime. 
Uptake to-date has been “modest” but Dohna expects more 
fleets to equip their vans with the technology this year.

VWCV is also tapping into the new mobility initiative ‘MOIA’ 
which was set up late last year by Volkswagen Group with 
the purpose of redefining mobility for people living in major 
urban areas across Europe. This will accelerate the expan-
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In addition, the new Volkswagen factory in Poland means 
there will be “no compromises” in building Crafters exactly 
to customers’ demands, including conversions where it 
currently takes a tiny 4% of the market.

This opens up the home delivery market, a “massive 
opportunity”; previously VWCV could not offer a refrigerated 
option with automatic transmission on the Crafter. 

It wants to be the “manufacturer of choice” for conversions 
and has introduced a number of new terms, including quotes 
that are valid for a minimum of 31 days, delivery dates agreed 
at the point of order, a warranty that matches the base 
vehicle and product liability insurance.

Dohna confirmed that VWCV would bring the electric 
Crafter to the UK, mindful of the rhetoric in London and other 
cities about diesel and air quality. It will go head-to-head with 
the new Renault Master ZE and Iveco Daily.

“The UK is pushing this technology and we are liaising to
ensure that we will get the eCrafter,” he says. “We will do 
some tests at the end of November with fleets that are open 
to the idea to gauge customer demand and any changes that 
are required for the UK.”

sion of connected vehicle systems across the van range.
Volkswagen entered 2017 on the back of a mixed 2016, 

although its headline figures were certainly impressive. 
Registrations increased by 5.26% to a new record high of 
45,358, in a market up just 1%. And market share topped 
12% for the first time.

Dig deeper and it becomes apparent that two models 
fuelled the rise: Caddy and Transporter (both up almost 
12%). Crafter, which started its run-out towards the end of 
2016, and Amarok were down – although, for the latter, 2015 
was an all-time record and it is also due a new V6 engine 
later this year.

However, there has been no undue pressure to force regis-
trations for the sake of ego. Dohna puts his knowledge of 
working for the VWCV factory to good measure when nego-
tiating volume targets. 

“They trust me when I am talking about the volumes. You 
have to show them that there are deals to do volume but 
they aren’t profitable,” he explains.

“Our aim remains sustainable, profitable growth, which 
means we won’t necessarily grow every year. It is important 
to manage our channels well and maintain a portfolio of
customers where we can deliver real value – we can’t let 
them down. The factory has bought into that strategy.”

Dohna forecasts the bulk of growth will come from the 
pick-up and heavy van sectors, although he introduced some 
strong offers for the Caddy at the start of 2017 including a 
test drive promotion (a £250 discount when purchasing after 
taking a test drive) to stimulate registrations.

He describes 2017 as “a transition year” for Volkswagen 
Commercial Vehicles (VWCV) due to the staggered run-out 
of old Crafter and introduction of the new model, now avail-
able to order with the first deliveries in May. Growth, there-
fore, is weighted towards 2018.

“We will have a full range of engines and models from 
launch – we have closed the gaps in the range, especially 
with the automatic and front-wheel drive so we can reach 
customers that we couldn’t with the current offer,” Dohna 
tells Commercial Fleet.

“We involved our customers early in the development 
process and also invited them to drive the van early on. That
was important.”

The process involved identifying eight customer groups to 
provide feedback, including those that were not buying the 
Crafter to find out why. 

Company Volkswagen Commercial 
Vehicles (VWCV)
Managing director Carl zu Dohna
Time in role 2½ years
Registrations (2016) 45,358 
(up 5.26% year-on-year)*
■ Caddy – 12,506 (up 11.79%)
■ Transporter – 21,526 (up 11.82%)
■ Crafter – 6,872 (down 12.06%)
■ Others – 4,454 (down 7.98%)
Market share (2016) 12.07%  
(2015: 11.59%)
Network 73 van dealerships plus 
24 independent authorised repairers
*SMMT figures

Factfile

New initiatives help to minimise downtime
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has invested 
heavily in a head of business qualification
programme for its retailers focusing on sales 
and aftersales. It ensures consistency of 
service across the network, according to head 
of service and parts Trevor Hodgson-Phillips.

The business has also introduced a number 
of initiatives, including iPad sales aids to 
speed up the services, make them more
accurate and better support the customer, and 
online service bookings – although take-up 
has been slow.

As part of its aftersales development, 
retailers started trialling extended opening 
hours last year. 

“We have learned that we need to move 
from a capacity-led challenge to be more 
customer-centric,” says Hodgson-Phillips. 

The initiative has been rolled out nationwide 
this year. Retailers must implement, as a 
minimum, extended hours on a pre-booked 
basis – typically at a week’s notice. Others, 
where demand justifies it, will offer fixed 
working patterns, agreeing to open for either a 
13-hour (until 8pm) or 15-hour (10pm) day at 
least three times a week.

Mobile servicing is another service being 

introduced where the workload justifies the 
investment by dealers. It is current offered at
around 13 sites.

“We are keen to explore greater flexibility in 
our approach and not be rigid in our opening 
hours,” Hodgson-Phillips says. “Our number 
one priority is to minimise downtime for fleets.”

Every dealer is now required to send a short 
video to the fleet manager as a visual health
check. Filmed by the technician while the 
vehicle is on the ramp, it shows any additional 
work required, including tyre tread depths.

Hodgson-Phillips calls it “inform, explain, 
recommend” to give fleets all the information 
they need.

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is also 
working more closely with The AA on roadside
fixes and informing van centres of an issue
before recovering the vehicle to the workshop. 
Its customer service team receives a list of 
all recoveries and contacts the van centre to 
check on progress.

“We are working with key fleets on this   
and we have evidence that Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles within their fleet of 
multi-branded vehicles have the lowest 
downtime,” says Hodgson-Phillips.

Extended opening and 
mobile services offered 

across the network

Caddy and Transporter registrations 
were both up almost 12% last yearwere both up almost 12% last year
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‘WE ANALYSE CAMERA 
DATA ON YOUR BEHALF’
Vid i ice fl f co o fl t n f l l n i l nting solutionsVideo review service flags areas of concern so fleets can focus solely on implementing solutions

By Matt de Prez

ecome an inherent part elematics systems have become an inherent part 
t manager’s toolbox with of the commercial fleet manager’s toolbox with 

prove driver behaviour the data often used to improve driver behaviour 
. But the information on is often a top expectation. But the information on 
on etc doesn’t always harsh braking, acceleration etc doesn’t always 
d newer video-based give the full picture and newer video-based 
ming the must-have systems are now becoming the must-have 

accessory for fleets.
; they have been around Dash-cams aren’t new technology; they have been around 
nly gained momentum since the 1980s. But popularity has only gained momentum 
fits they offer are hard in the past three years and the benefits they offer are hard 

to ignore.
corder systems which Many operators purchase crash recorder systems which 
g the vehicle owner to capture footage of a collision, allowing the vehicle owner to 

l if it proves innocence, see who was at fault. This is helpful if it proves innocence, 
m a camera is to see but the key to getting the most from a camera is to see 
en it isn’t crashing.what’s happening in your vehicle when it isn’t crashing.
EA (Europe, the Middle Aidan Rowsome, vice president EMEA (Europe, the Middle 
: “Every fleet operator East and Africa) at SmartDrive, says: “Every fleet operator 
ver behaviour has been understands that the challenge of driver behaviour has been 

with us since the year dot.
e story. You know what “But telematics only tells part of the story. You know what 
eaking or acceleration the outcome is in terms of harsh breaking or acceleration 

s – you don’t know what but you don’t know what the input is – you don’t know what 
the root cause was.

, but video is not data “So you bring in the video element, but video is not data 
y. When you get a piece – it’s very difficult to manage efficiently. When you get a piece 
s to have eyes on it.of video, somebody at some point has to have eyes on it.
cle. The difficult part is “Anyone can put a camera in a vehicle. The difficult part is 
tly used to spot driver getting to the point where it’s efficiently used to spot driver 
t to prevent a collision.behaviour that can be trained out to prevent a collision.

0 vehicles, even with a “If a fleet manager has 50 vehicles, even with a 
n the system, what are very efficient algorithm in the system, what are 

h all those clips? There they going to do with all those clips? There 
f training incidents they could be hundreds of training incidents they 

aren’t seeing. 
e: a driver using his phone “For example: a driver using his phone 

n and at the last second spots a pedestrian and at the last second 
t’s not catastrophic – jams to a halt. It’s not catastrophic – 
d, but it’s a training clip nobody is injured, but it’s a training clip 
pture. we want to capture. 

o be offloaded, watched, “It needs to be offloaded, watched, 
d on and put in a forum commented on and put in a forum 

e driver can be called in where the driver can be called in 
s is against our policy’. and told ‘this is against our policy’. 

t can be recorded and Then that can be recorded and 
measure the outcome used to measure the outcome 
t of the intervention.”and effect of the intervention.”

 SmartDrive system operThe SmartDrive system oper-
similar way to other ates in a similar way to other 

atics-based telematics-based 
 systems on camera systems on 
ket, but with the market, but with 

Supplier spotlight: SmartDrive

T

“All you need is 30 seconds 
with the driver to show them 
what happened and talk about 
what you want them to do” 
Aidan Rowsome, SmartDrive

Aidan Rowsome says that 
telematics and video is an 
effective combination in 
reducing accidents
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SmartDrive gains FTA 
and FORS approval
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one key difference. Instead of clips being recorded 
and stored for the fleet operator to view, the 
system instantly uploads clips to SmartDriveÕs 

video review centre via a 3G data connection, where a team 
of specialists analyse each clip and decide which ones need 
to be flagged.

Operators are then notified by email and can access the 
relevant clip through the SmartDrive portal along with a 
commentary and telematics report, to do with as they please.

ÒWhen people understood the limitations of pure telematics, 
it fell down in terms of intervention. If you have a data-driven 
report and are trying to say driving is unacceptable, we real-
ised that it needed a video element,Ó says Rowsome.

ÒAll you need is 30 seconds with the driver to show them 
what happened and talk about what you want them to do. 
ItÕs a training event.

ÒWe then take the stats and roll them up by driver, by depot 
and by company. We do everything, you just need to do the 
bit of coaching with the driver.Ó 

This approach to improving road safety was acknowledged 
by Brake, which awarded SmartDrive its Fleet Safety 
Product Ð In-Vehicle Technology award in September 2016.

Two cameras are installed in the vehicle, one facing the 
road and one the driver. The system can also record sound 
and connects to a vehicleÕs diagnostics system to feed back 
a full suite of telemetry.

ÒThe outcome that fleets are looking for is a reduction in 
crashes, a reduction in fuel burn and a reduction in minor 
accidents and this is what we can give them,Ó says Rowsome.

He adds: ÒCollisions can be reduced by as much as 70%. 
Most clients get at least 50% because they are capturing 
unsafe acts, understanding the root cause and coaching 
them out.Ó

While Rowsome admits that SmartDrive isnÕt the cheapest 
solution on the market, he is keen to point out that the return 
on investment is likely to be much higher than with conven-
tional camera systems.

£4,000
Annual saving per vehicle

70%
Potential reduction

in accidents

Vice president EMEA: 
Aidan Rowsome
Head office: Hemel Hempstead
Established: 2004
Key product: SmartDrive 
SmartRecorder 3

Factfile

Video footage recorded by on-board 
cameras provides a powerful training tool 

Initial costs for the equipment are around £350 per vehicle, 
although this can be incorporated into monthly payments.
Added to this is a monthly subscription which varies according 
to the number of vehicles and number of clips the user wants 
to receive. But the company expects an average operator to 
see a 50% reduction in collision costs in the first year if the 
training system is utilised to its full potential. 

ÒWe spend a lot of time working on return on investments 
because ultimately there has to be a payback Ð itÕs mostly 
due to a massive bill for bent metal. Most of our customers 
are self-insured and are paying a fortune for dinks and 
scrapes, let alone major incidents which can cost millions in 
fines down the line,Ó says Rowsome.

ÒWe are reducing those direct costs and we are reducing 
the risk of a major incident dramatically. Collisions have so 
many downstream effects including reputational damage, 
replacement vehicle hire and lost trade through missed 
appointments or deliveries.Ó 

Since its foundation in 2004 the USA-based company has 
amassed more than 140 million video clips and a database full 
of accident statistics from its customer base, which encom-
passes every type of vehicle from 3.5-tonne vans up to HGVs.

ÒWe can break data down by sector or geography allowing 
us to benchmark fleets against others in their peer group 
Ð putting scores in context for the customer,Ó says Rowsome.

But he claims there are no definitive patterns: ÒItÕs more 
down to the culture of the individual organisation. I guess the 
only pattern you might see is the more professional drivers 
tend to be a little bit more trained for the driving role.Ó

SmartDriveÕs customer base is growing quickly, doubling 
each year, and includes large fleet customers such as 
Turners, Ocado and Reynolds Catering.

Rowsome adds: ÒPeople who have had video in the past 
are more open to understand the differentiation we bring. 
Ours is a proactive tool; unlike a regular camera we want to 
capture the 20 or 30 incidents before an incident where there 
was risk but not a serious injury.Ó

A year ago SmartDrive was recognised by the Freight
Transport Association (FTA) as a Van Excellence provider.

It won praise from Mark Cartwright, the FTA’s head of vans,
who says: “Its multi-level driver risk management system,
combining video, driving intelligence, personalised driver 
performance profiles and coaching queues make SmartDrive 
an ideal addition to our group of recognised partners.”

More recently the company became a Fleet Operator 
Recognition Scheme (FORS) associate, joining 85 other 
businesses which improve the safety, efficiency and 
environmental protection of commercial vehicle operators.

Paul Wilkes, FORS business services manager, says: 
“SmartDrive is a true and valued partner in the quest to raise
standards in the commercial vehicle sector. It has taken the 
latest technology and used it intuitively to help bring fleet
managers even closer to their drivers.”

A year ago SmartDrive was recognised by the Freight 

Supplier spotlight: SmartDrive



What’s included:*

• Service & Maintenance

• Courtesy or Replacement Vehicle

• Breakdown & Recovery 24/7/365

• Replacement Tyres

• Road Tax

• Dedicated Account Manager

*Terms & Conditions Apply.

Learn more about the full cost of fleet management:  

www.northgatevehiclehire.co.uk/fleet-management-costs

Find out how Northgate’s Fixed Term Rental can grow your fleet and 
save you money.  

Call us today: 03300 193 851

Fix your  
fleet costs.
We’ll fix the rest.

Do you need one simple, cost effective solution for your 
fleet? Northgate has the answer...Fixed Term Rental.

With all the flexibility you expect from Northgate, choose 
from our innovative short terms of 12 or 18 months or our from our innovative short terms of 12 or 18 months or our 
standard 24, 36 and 48 month. standard 24, 36 and 48 month. 

Predictable, all inclusive payments from the UK’s leading Predictable, all inclusive payments from the UK’s leading 
LCV rental provider and saving you money on your fleet.LCV rental provider and saving you money on your fleet.

With over 70 branches & 50 workshops nationwide  With over 70 branches & 50 workshops nationwide  
– we’re always local to you.– we’re always local to you.
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WEIGHT WATCHING MOREWEIGHT WATCHING MORE 
IMPIMPORTANT 
THANTHAN EVER
Finding newFinding new methods of keeping 
off the kilooff the kilos weighs heavy on     
the minds othe minds of those involved in 
commerciacommercial vehicle conversions

By John Lewis

oore ways of trimming fat off their prod-
uucts are being sought by commercial 
vevehicle conversion specialists, including 
bbody builders. Rising unladen weights 
aare obliging them to cut kilos wherever 
ppossible in order to maintain payload 
ccapacity. 

The pressure hThe pressure has become more acute given the extra 
burden imposed bburden imposed by Euro 6.

“It’s added anyt“It’s added anything from 30kg to 60kg to the unladen 
weight of a 3.5-tweight of a 3.5-tonner,” says Justin Gallen, managing 
director of Ingimdirector of Ingimex, while Iveco product director Martin 
Flach estimatesFlach estimates that “thanks to Euro 6, a typical 
18-tonner has go18-tonner has gone up in weight by between 50kg and 
100kg compared w100kg compared with Euro 5”.  

Fighting the ‘flFighting the ‘flab’ does not always come cheap 
says Tipmaster masays Tipmaster managing director, Matthew 
Terry. “An all-alTerry. “An all-aluminium tipper body on a 
3.5-tonne chassi3.5-tonne chassis will typically carry around 
140kg more tha140kg more than an all-steel one but will 
cost you £1,000 ecost you £1,000 extra,” he says.

Aluminium ofAluminium offers other savings that 
helps narrow thhelps narrow the price gap. Unlike its all-
steel counterparsteel counterpart it will not require painting 
and it won’t rustand it won’t rust. 

“As a consequ“As a consequence some of the council 
fleets are keepinfleets are keeping their aluminium tippers 
for up to seven yfor up to seven years,” Terry adds.

Furthermore, tFurthermore, the ability to shift more 
weight at a time mweight at a time means fewer trips to trans-
port a given volport a given volume of cargo during the 
working day, sayworking day, says Terry. This means less 
fuel is used and lfuel is used and less wear-and-
tear on the vehictear on the vehicle. “So, whenever 
we’re asked to qwe’re asked to quote for an all-

Insight: Conversions
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To contact Sortimo call 01925 831636, email info@sortimo.co.uk or visit www.sortimo.co.uk
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steel body, we provide a quote for an all-aluminium 
one as well,” he says.

London-based Terry knows what he is talking 
about from the operational as well as from the body-building 
viewpoint. He also runs the All Clear Company which oper-
ates 11 vehicles grossing from 3.5 to 32 tonnes to transport 
domestic and commercial waste in and around the capital. 
It operates its own waste transfer station. 

All Clear has just bought two Fuso Canter 7.5-tonne tippers. 
Their lightweight chassis and Tipmaster-built all-aluminium 
bodies mean they can each transport a four-tonne payload.

Cut a body’s weight and you have more capacity to carry 
extra kit, says Terry. “Some of the tipper bodies we build for 
local authorities on 3.5-tonne chassis are specified with
cages, tool boxes and tail lifts,” he adds.

Attach all that to an all-steel body and your payload capa-
bility is likely to hover around a meagre 450kg. Opt for an 
all-alloy body and you are up to nearer 600kg.

All Clear is compliant with FORS – the Fleet Operator 
Recognition Scheme – which means fitting additional safety 
equipment such as side guards to trucks to protect vulner-
able road users. 

Terry has gone to the extent of fitting a five-camera CCTV 
system to each vehicle so he can immediately see what the 
driver can see; potentially valuable if there is an incident. All
of these items add weight and Terry has onboard weighing 
systems installed throughout his fleet to minimise the risk 
of overloading.

It also means he knows exactly how much waste is being 
collected from customers; and can invoice them accordingly. 
“If we pick up a tonne then we charge for a tonne,” he says.

Aside from price, aluminium bodies have another draw-
back. There is always the risk the floor will be pierced or split 
if a builder’s rubble is unceremoniously dumped inside. 

That will not be an issue if you are collecting a cargo of 
sand or gravel, however, and many of Terry’s council fleet 
customers use their tippers to move bagged rubbish or old 
furniture generated by house clearances. Loads like that are 
unlikely to do any damage.

“In any event we make our alloy floors out of cut, folded 
and fully-welded sheets so they’re pretty strong,” he says.

Noted for its close involvement in Ford’s One-Stop approved 
conversions programme – the scheme accounts for around 
two-thirds of its output – VFS is launching an all-alloy tipper 
body for 3.5-tonners this year, says sales and marketing 
director Ashley Morris. It is the first time it has opted for this 
approach to tipper construction. 

Eastleigh, Hampshire-based, VFS is an offshoot of major-
league Italian bodybuilder Scattolini, which builds 35,000 
bodies in its home country plus another 20,000 in Turkey. 

The purchasing power provided by these volumes means 

that the premium the alloy bthat the premium the alloy body will attract over steel will 
be comparatively modest, pbe comparatively modest, promises Morris. 

VFS will be opening a factVFS will be opening a factory in South Kirkby, Wakefield, 
in late August. “It will produin late August. “It will produce a one-stop Luton based on 
the front-wheel-drive Transithe front-wheel-drive Transit,” he says.

Luton and box body buildeLuton and box body builders are taking weight out of their 
products while Don-Bur haproducts while Don-Bur has managed to strip more than 
500kg out of an 18-tonne c500kg out of an 18-tonne curtainsider. Steps available 
include supporting the bodinclude supporting the body on alloy bearers or in some 
cases doing away with almocases doing away with almost all the bearers and the sub-
frame and gluing the body’s fframe and gluing the body’s floor directly to the chassis rails.

Trucksmith executive saleTrucksmith executive sales and brand manager Simon 
Partridge highlights the bPartridge highlights the benefits of composite double-
skinned honeycomb panels.skinned honeycomb panels. “They’re about a quarter of the 
weight of GRP panels,” he sweight of GRP panels,” he says.

A supplier to Renault’s and VA supplier to Renault’s and Vauxhall’s approved conversion 
programmes among othersprogrammes among others, Trucksmith is best-known for 
its low-floor Lutons.

Some lightweight panels cSome lightweight panels can be expensive, however. 
Don-Bur makes the point thDon-Bur makes the point that a polypropylene honeycomb 
panel from Omnia costs 60% mpanel from Omnia costs 60% more than its GRP equivalent. 

One way of minimising conOne way of minimising conversion flab is for operators to 
take a closer look at the weitake a closer look at the weight of the base vehicle they are 
using, according to Citroën hn head of commercial vehicles and 
business sector operations Jbusiness sector operations Jeremy Smith. 

Citroën has a particularln has a particularly good story to tell here, he 
contends: “An L3 3.5-tonne Rcontends: “An L3 3.5-tonne Relay with a dropside body built 
by Ingimex can handle a groby Ingimex can handle a gross payload of 1,512kg.” 

Tipmaster produces a ReTipmaster produces a Relay-based tipper for Citroën’s 
Ready to Run approved convReady to Run approved conversions range with alloy sides, 
an alloy tailgate and a steel fan alloy tailgate and a steel floor. Gross payload is 1,295kg, 
which is generous for a 3.5-which is generous for a 3.5-tonner with a tipping body.

As well as Ingimex dropAs well as Ingimex dropsides and Tipmaster tippers, 
Ready to Run includes LuReady to Run includes Lutons constructed by both 
Ingimex and Buckstone. TIngimex and Buckstone. Two newcomers have 
recently joined the line-up, recently joined the line-up, both built by Advanced 
KFS: a car transporter and a lKFS: a car transporter and a lightweight construc-
tion plant carrier.

With 3.5-tonne tippers, cWith 3.5-tonne tippers, customers should ask 
themselves whether they reathemselves whether they really need one with rear-
wheel-drive and twin rear wwheel-drive and twin rear wheels, advises Renault 
conversions manager Peter Hconversions manager Peter Horton. In many cases 
they can use lighter front-wthey can use lighter front-wheel-drive models with 
single rear wheels instead,. Dsingle rear wheels instead,. Do so and you can boost 
your payload capacity by aroyour payload capacity by around 140kg.

Renault offers a comprehenRenault offers a comprehensive conversions line-up 
including everything from ofincluding everything from off-the-shelf core conversion 
tippers and dropsides to wtippers and dropsides to welfare vans and curtainsiders 
built by accredited converterbuilt by accredited converters.

“There’s a strong and gro“There’s a strong and growing demand for conversions 
and I would estimate that 9and I would estimate that 95% of the commercial vehicles 

On trial with Sainsbury’s,   
a Mercedes-Benz Antos 

fitted with a Dearman 
experimental engine
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Sortimo is the world leader in 
van racking and offers a 
comprehensive range of 
vehicle installations and 
storage solutions. The 
company offers complete 
project management for its 
customers from design to 

delivery of the vehicle and can install anything 
that is required to be fitted inside, outside or 
underneath a vehicle. Sortimo is the only 
company with the confidence to crash test 
loaded racking systems up to 880kg, exceeding 
the European standard 25-fold. 

Sortimo prides itself on being one of the 
lightest racking systems on the market. By 
using our Globelyst aluminium Space-Frame 
technique, we offer a weight-saving system with 
greater flexibility and strength, which obviously 
has a lot of benefits for our customers. 

Not only can our equipment improve the 
storage efficiency of your van by up to 50%, the 
weight-saving qualities also mean a bigger 
payload for your operation and a reduction in
fuel costs. Sortimo will help make your fleet 
safer, maximise efficiency and decrease your 
carbon footprint. 

Sortimo has the Type Approval/N1 
Enhancement Scheme for N1 Vehicles. This is 
verified by the Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA) 
which is the designated UK national authority 
for approving new road vehicles.

Sortimo International Ltd is once again 
exhibiting at the CV Show with our biggest and 
best stand yet. This year we will have on display 
our Pro Cargo CT1 for the first time in the UK, 
as well as three different van racking solutions.

The first is a courier and logistics solution. The 
second is for housing maintenance and the third 
is a British Superbike 2017 Solution which 
Sortimo has produced in partnership with 
Vauxhall. We look forward to seeing you!
Phone: 01925 831636

email: info@sortimo.co.uk

or visit www.sortimo.co.uk

SPONSOR’S
COMMENT
By Sally Barlow, key accounts coordinator,

Sortimo Van Racking Solutions

Sponsored by

we supply have one of some description,” says Horton. “Even 
if it’s only a ply lining.”

Renault offers load area racking and storage systems 
under the Ready4Work banner.

According to Vauxhall bodybuilders vary in the level of 
productivity when it comes to saving weight.. 

“Maxi-Low, for example, carefully considers every aspect 
of the body, including whether or not reducing the thickness of the body, including whether or not reducing the thickness 
of brackets will affect the integrity of the vehicle,” says a 
spokesman.

Conversions designed to be environmentally-friendly can
sometimes have the undesirable side-effect of increasing
unladen weight.

Dearman has developed a piston engine driven by the 
expansion of zero-emission liquid nitrogen which has been 
integrated with a Hubbard refrigeration unit. The package 
has been mounted on an insulated body fitted to a 
Mercedes-Benz Antos on trial with Sainsbury’s.

Swapping a diesel fridge unit for a Dearman 

“Thanks to Euro 6, a 
typical 18-tonner has 
gone up in weight by 

between 50kg and 100kg 
compared with Euro 5” 

Martin Flach, Iveco

A load of sand or gravel poses no 
problems for an aluminium floor See us at stand 5H30
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system can cut a truck’s overall NOx and particu-
late emissions by more than 70% and 90% respec-
tively, the company contends. 

“But while the core of the engine is made out of aluminium, 
the tanks that hold the liquid nitrogen are pressure vessels 
made from steel, which makes them heavy,” says chief 
technology officer Nick Owen. 

As a consequence he is looking at the possibility of using 
tanks made from lighter materials. 

“Composite tanks might be an option, but they have to be 
sold in very high volumes before you can get near to the price 
of steel ones,” he says.

Van load area racking manufacturers are cutting the kilos 
too and have moved away from depending quite so heavily 
on mild steel. 

Tevo has opted to make greater use of high-strength steel 
because it brings a weight saving with no loss of durability. 
Some bodybuilders are employing it too, and for the same
reason.

“The saving is into double figures,” says Tevo sales and 
marketing director Andy Gear. “There’s a slight cost penalty 
but the strength of the product and its ability to last means 

that operators are more willing to second- or even third-life 
the racking system concerned.”

Bri-Stor, too, is relying more heavily on high-strength steel 
than it did in the past, says group managing director Andrew 
Humphrey. “We’ve used it for a number of years,” he says.

“It’s four times stronger than mild steel so we can use a 
thinner gauge, thereby saving weight.”  

This means the cost of employing it is roughly on a par with 
that of lower-strength steels because less of it has to be 
used. “Where we don’t need the strength, we tend to use 
plastic,” Humphrey adds.

Tevo is making it easier to move racking from a van to its 
successor because of the installation system it uses, says 
Gear. “What we’re doing is bonding an alloy-faced floor with 
tracking in it into vehicles using an aircraft-industry-grade 
adhesive along with tracking down the sides,” he adds. 

The storage system is secured to the tracking which makes 
it easy to remove and the floor and tracking are unlikely to 
inconvenience whoever buys the van second-hand.

Gear says: “Bonding means we don’t have to use lots of 
fasteners and that alone means a 3.5-4kg weight-saving.” 

Also with an eye to saving weight, Bott’s Vario load area 
storage system relies on aluminium in its construction as well 
as steel. Intended for medium and large vans, the company’s 
Uno package employs galvanised steel extensively.

Both packages have a key attribute in common: they are 
designed to withstand two lifecycles.

Also worthy of note is Bott’s Modulo, which is designed to 
make maximum use of space in light commercials that 
would otherwise be dead; that awkward area above the rear 
wheel arch boxes for example.

With sites in Cornwall, Leicestershire, and North Lanark-
shire, Bott has aligned itself closely with the Freight Trans-
port Association’s Van Excellence scheme. Its fleet is accred-
ited and it has become one of the programme’s Gold Part-
ners. 

“We can testify to the benefits of adopting the Van Excel-
lence process,” says Bott sales director Steve Turner.

Humphrey is finding that more businesses are getting a 
second life out of racking systems but points out there can
be drawbacks. There is the labour cost of switching shelves 
and units from the old vehicle to the new one and modifica-
tions may be needed to make them fit because the load area 
of the latter may be different to that of the former.

“If you are having your existing racking refurbished then it 
probably won’t be a cost-effective exercise,” he says. “If you 
aren’t, then it may be, but what you will be doing then is 
switching equipment that may be looking rather tired into a 
brand-new vehicle.”

That may not do much for the morale of employees, or for 
the image your business wishes to portray to its customers.

Smith relates an example of second-lifing with an inter-
esting twist from the body-building world.

“We had one customer who bought dropside Relays, 
removed the bodies and mounted giant TV screens on the 
chassis to take to sporting venues,” he says. “Once he’d used 
them for a few years he took the TVs off, re-fitted the dropsides 
and sold the vehicles second-hand with pristine bodies.”

“High-strength steel is four times stronger  
than mild steel so we can use a thinner  
gauge, thereby saving weight” 
Andrew Humphrey, Bri-Stor

Sponsored by

Going the last mile

Aware that more and more parcels 
companies are focusing on how best to 
handle last-mile deliveries, van load area 
racking specialist Sortimo reckons it might 
just have the solution. 

It has come up with the ProCargo CT1, an
electric tricycle with a big box for cartons 
and packages that extends backwards from 
the twin front wheels to the handlebars, 
saddle and the single rear wheel. The idea is 
that ProCargo will sit in the van’s load area 
ready for the driver to deploy in urban areas 
where traffic congestion is so bad that 
delivery will be quicker by trike.

Its green credentials also mean it can be
deployed in parts of town where restrictions 
may increasingly be imposed on diesel light 
commercials. Looking at other types of 
application, trades people can use it to 
transport parts and tools closer to the job 
they are working on.

ProCargo CT1 can be used in conjunction 
with vans fitted with Sortimo’s FlexRack 
system. It features shelves made from a 

composite material with a capacity of up to 
120kg which can accommodate parcels and 
be folded away when not in use.

Sortimo has also been busy developing a 
van which can be issued to trades people 
working for housing associations. It features 
a standardised interior layout that should be 
suitable for everyone from plumbers and 
carpenters to electricians although it is not 
trade-specific.

“Instead it gives each trade around 80% of 
what it wants,” says Sortimo marketing 
manager, Christina Spencer. 

While that might lead to some grumbles, it 
is an approach that is cheaper and more
efficient for a fleet than specifying a vehicle
that is tailor-made for each individual trade, 
she contends.

Nor should the user feel short-changed. 
Each van features a selection of shelves 

and drawers plus boxes designed to 
accommodate the Bosch tools that are 
widely-used by trades people. Sortimo 
makes the boxes for Bosch.

The trike may prove 
quicker in urban areas



Fleet Management LIVE growth 
benefits van and truck fleets

OCTOBER 3-4, 2017 NEC BIRMINGHAM
TO REGISTER VISIT WWW.FLEETMANAGEMENTLIVE.CO.UK

V
an and truck fleets, both large and small, will 
reap the rewards of exciting changes and 
innovations to the UK’s biggest fleet event – 
Fleet Management LIVE (FML).

Managers with a combined fleet of more than 
500,000 vehicles are expected to attend the event 
which has grown to incorporate the Commercial Fleet 
Van & Truck Show.

The expanded show will benefit van and truck fleets 
with more exhibitors and those who also have respon-
sibility for cars can now access all their fleet needs 
under one roof.

In addition to providing display space for cars, vans 
and trucks, the exhibition will include converters, livery 
specialists, maintenance and leasing providers, and 
will feature specialist commercial fleet seminars.

With an increased number of suppliers and exhibi-
tors, along with a redesigned programme of expert 
talks and advice, the changes consolidate FML as the 
biggest and best event on the annual fleet calendar.

To accommodate the growth, it has moved to a new, 
larger hall at the NEC.

The expansion reflects the wishes of vehicle opera-
tors, many of whom run both cars and commercial 
vehicles.

FML is shaped by interviews with hundreds of fleet 
operators to ensure it provides the best value for their 
time when attending.

Also a senior advisory panel of managers from 
some of the UK’s leading fleets are helping to develop 
the content of the show.

Exhibitors so far
BMW
Honda
Jaguar
Land Rover
Lexus
Mini
Seat
Toyota
Vauxhall
Volvo
AA DriveTech
Agility Fleet
AID Fuel Oils Group
ALD Automotive
Alphabet
Appy Fleet
Arnold Clark Vehicle Management
Arval
AssetWorks
Autoglass
Bott
BP Oil
BT Fleet
Carbaya
CC Keys
Chevin Fleet Solutions
CVM Fleet Management Solutions
Daimler Fleet Management
Dash Witness
Drive Software Solutions
Enterprise Flex-E-Rent
FleetCheck
Fleetcor
Fleet Evolution
FORS
Fourways Vehicles Solutions
Fuelmate
GEFCO
Inchcape Fleet Solutions
Interactive Fleet Management
Jaama
Keytracker
Lex Autolease
Licence Bureau
Lookers Leasing
Marshall Leasing
Nexus Vehicle Rental
O2
Parksafe Automotive
Probuild Transport Systems
Reflex Vans
RingGo Corporate
Scorpion Automotive
Selsia Vehicle Accident Centres
Sortimo
TCH Leasing
Total Motion Vehicle Management
Venson Automotive Solutions
vGroup International
Vindis Group Fleet
Volkswagen Financial Services | Fleet
Zenith
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Briefings for 
non-fleet managers
Briefings for non-fleet managers will be an important 
part of the programme at Fleet Management LIVE. 
Discover Fleet: skills for HR/Finance/Procurement/
SMEs, is designed to offer insight specifically for 
managers who have involvement with vehicles, but who 
are outside the core fleet role. The Discover Fleet 
Theatre will host presentations throughout the show.

Attend a ‘legislation 
clinic’ on the FTA stand
The Freight Transport Association (FTA), one of the UK’s 
largest trade associations, has announced its support 
for Fleet Management LIVE 2017.

As part of the backing for the show, the FTA will 
provide updates to its nationwide membership, 
including some of the UK’s biggest fleet operators.

It will also be at the show to update visitors about the 
Van Excellence Programme, a ground-breaking scheme 
designed to promote excellence in the sector and 
improve operational standards. The programme includes 
a Van Excellence Code of practice. It was named Most 
Innovative New Product or Service at this year’s Fleet 
News Awards.

During the show, the FTA will provide a ‘legislation 
clinic’ to provide expert advice to fleet operators.
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EXTRA SECEXTRA SECURITY 
DOES NODOES NOT NEED 
TO BE EXTO BE EXPENSIVE
There are several relativThere are several relatively cheap ways to deter 
a crook intent on driving oa crook intent on driving off in your van or truck

By John Lewis

hile few people while few people would decry the benefit 
of being able to traof being able to track a van or truck that 
has been stolenhas been stolen, it does have an 
element of shuttelement of shutting the stable door 
after the horse haafter the horse has bolted. Far better to 
prevent the vehiclprevent the vehicle from being stolen in 
the first place. 

That poses a variety of challenges as tThat poses a variety of challenges as thieves become more 
sophisticated. They are challenges thsophisticated. They are challenges that can be overcome, 
however, argues Paul Nunn, marketinhowever, argues Paul Nunn, marketing manager at Maple 
Fleet Services.

To steal certain vans, all a crook neeTo steal certain vans, all a crook needs is a lock pick that 
can easily be bought online for arouncan easily be bought online for around £20. The thief then 
picks the driver’s door lock, gets the kpicks the driver’s door lock, gets the key code so a new key 
can be cut, returns to the van, unlocks tcan be cut, returns to the van, unlocks the doors, connects 
a laptop to the on-board diagnosta laptop to the on-board diagnostics (OBD) port and 
programmes the key’s chip.

Then all the robber needs to do is get behind the wheel, 
start the vehicle in the usual manner and drive it away.

There is a way of dealing with this sort of attack, says 
Maple, and that is to fit a RepLock. Supplied with its own key, 
it replaces the existing lock cylinder and resists being picked 
or drilled claims Nunn.

Another option is to protect the OBD with a lockable steel 
housing, he continues.

With some vans it can make sense to protect the engine 
control unit (ECU) with a lockable guard. If one is not fitted 
then a thief may be able to remove the existing ECU and
install their own, thereby gaining control of the vehicle.

The van’s own factory-fitted immobiliser can be supple-
mented by a secondary immobilisation system which acts 
on two or three different circuits. Maple offers an Acer Green 
system which arms automatically and disarms when a 
special key fob gets within range of a hidden antenna.

It is available in 24v as well as 12v guise which means it 
can be fitted to a truck.

Maple offers Drivelock, too. This prevents a vehicle being 
driven off even if the keys are in the ignition and the engine 
is idling. Try to drive off without the transponder about your 
person that identifies you as authorised to do so and the van 
or truck will be immobilised the minute you release the 
handbrake.

Any attempt to restart the engine will simply result in the 
horn sounding and the lights flashing.

Extra load area door locks represent a wise precaution. 
Maple markets deadlocks under the Vanguard banner and 
can install a device called Activlock OE.

It converts the existing locks into slam locks by tapping into 
a van’s factory-fitted central locking system.

Insight: Security

W

“Sales of 
ancillary locks 
for commercial 
vehicles are on 
the rise again” 

Chris Batterbee, 
Locks4Vans

£180
approximate top price         
for a slam lock to be fitted

A RepLock will resist        
being picked or drilled

Variations on this theme include Activlock+, which operates 
separately from the OE central locking, and Activlock Secure, 
which incorporates shoot bolts.

Also worth considering is surrounding the factory-fitted 
locks with reinforcing plates from a supplier such as Arma-
plate. That should make it impossible to pierce the door’s 
skin and gain access to the lock’s rear.

“Sales of ancillary locks for commercial vehicles are on 
the rise again,” says Chris Batterbee, managing director of  
Locks4Vans. 

“Major fleets went through a period when they stopped 
fitting them because van manufacturers said that the secu-
rity built into vehicles on the production line was so good that 
they weren’t needed any more,” he says. “Some operators 
also felt the losses they were experiencing didn’t justify the 
extra cost.

“They soon discovered their fleets remained vulnerable 
however, no matter what the manufacturers said,” he adds.

If you neglect physical security, losses will eventually rise.
Locks4Vans offers a wide range of deadlocks and slam 

locks. It can supply a variation of the former which Batterbee 
describes as a hook lock because it has a bolt that swings 
across and hooks into a receiver fitted to the opposing 
section of the body.

“That makes it a lot more difficult to force open,” he says. 
“Plus, it’s no more expensive than a standard deadlock.” 

Deadlocks typically cost £80 to £110 a door, including fitting.
One option for vans is to fit what Batterbee describes as a 

statement lock; a big, heavy-duty lock that acts as a clearly-
visible deterrent. Locks4Vans promotes the Ultimate lock 
which features a hardened steel locking bolt and is completely 
enclosed to prevent tampering.

“You can have it as either a slam lock or a deadlock and 
the fitted price is usually around from £150 to £180,” he says.

Confronted with that, a casual thief is likely to go off and 
break into someone else’s van; and leave yours well alone.
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Used values continue to rise 
despite high volumes

Advertisement feature

L
ight commercial vehicle 

values improved in 

February, despite volumes 

remaining high in the 

remarketing sector.  

For the second month running, 

the headline average value 

rose to a record level, reaching 

£6,549, representing an increase 

of £140 over January’s figure.  

Year-on-year, average values 

are up by £701, equivalent to an 

11.9% uplift.  However, BCA 

notes that a younger stock 

profile across the marketplace is 

affecting average values.

While buyer interest remained 

strong both in the auction hall 

and online, with a good choice 

of stock available from all 

sources, average selling price is 

also being influenced by rising 

numbers of vehicles being 

defleeted from daily rental 

sources. 

As a result of these factors, the 

last five months have seen the 

five highest average values on 

record and average LCV values 

were up by £508 (8.6%), year-

on-year.

Fleet and lease
The fleet and lease sector saw 

average values improve by £81 

(1.1%) to £7,179 in February – the 

third highest monthly figure on 

record. Retained value against 

MRP (Manufacturer 

Recommended Price) improved 

from 35.81% to 36.02%. Year-on-

year, values were up by £554 

(8.3%), with average age and 

mileage declining when 

compared to the same period in 

2016. 

Part exchange
Average part-exchange LCV 

values declined slightly in 

February, down by just £18 to 

£4,002. Year-on-year, values 

were up by £152(3.9%) as 

comparative age rose and 

mileage figures fell.

Nearly-new
Nearly-new LCV values fell 

back for the third consecutive 

month, averaging £14,496 in 

February, although values were 

up, year-on-year. As always, 

this has to be taken in the 

context of the very low volumes 

reaching the market and the 

model mix factor, as well as the 

continuing availability of ‘new 

shape’ models reaching the 

used market.
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For the second month running, the headline average value rose to a record level
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Insight: Remarketing

By Trevor Gehlcken

n a used van market where volumes are rising rapidly, 
pundits would expect to see prices falling as more vehi-
cles hit the auction halls.

But the reverse is happening, with the big players 
reporting record prices as more and more used vans are 

being snapped up by eager buyers – both in the halls and 
increasingly via internet bidding.

Manheim saw the overall volume sold at its van auctions 
rise by 18.1% year-on-year in February, while average selling 
prices also remained positive, increasing by 12.6% over the 
same period to £5,443.

The stock profile of vans also improved, with an average 
age of just over 60 months, six months younger from 
February 2016, and average mileage of 73,195 miles, which 
was a reduction of 10.5% year-on-year.

Conversion rates were down slightly, by 3%, compared to 
the same month last year, but this was in the context of 
Manheim offering 22% more vans in its auctions year-on-
year. Buyer attendance, both footfall and clickfall, remained 
strong, with a record-breaking 36% of vans selling to online 
buyers in February – a 4% increase from February 2016.

Matthew Davock, head of LCV at Manheim, said: “The 
increase in volumes and stock levels we are seeing should 
not be viewed as ‘doom and gloom’, but ‘boom and boom’. 
We have more buyers operating in the LCV market than ever 
before, with an increase of 14% in our buyer accounts since 
the start of 2017.

“Besides volume, duplication and vehicle return condition 
are the two issues dominating the used LCV market at the 
moment. There are three tiers emerging in the market now, 
divided between two-year-old vans, three-to-six-year-old 
vans and vans over seven years old.”

The volume of younger vans has been at a record high, with 
a 14% year-on-year increase driven by PCP and daily rental 

I
returns. Due to the discounts available on new vans, this 
segment continues to present challenges. Mileage and condi-
tion also dominates the market for older vans, with buyers 
seeing increasing costs for bodyshop and repair work.

Davock added: “As we enter March and the plate change 
period, I believe we will see arrivals reduce during the first 
three weeks, with additional time required for equipment 
changes and key-for-key handovers to take place. Van vendors 
should continue to focus on duplicate, late-plate and damaged 
stock pricing to ensure it is in line with buyer expectations.”

At BCA, volumes again stayed high and, for the second 
month running, the headline average value rose to a record 
level (£6,549), representing an increase of £140 over Janu-
ary’s figure. Year-on-year, average values are up by £701, 
equivalent to an 11.9% uplift.

Buyer interest remained strong both in the auction hall and 
online, with a good choice of stock available from all sources. 
The past five months have seen the five highest average 
values on record and average LCV values were up by £508 
(8.6%), year-on-year.

BCA LCV operations director Duncan Ward commented: 
“While the markets in February have recovered from the 
supply hangover experienced in January, average selling 
prices and falling mileages are being influenced by the rising 
volumes reaching the market from daily rental sources, with 
many examples being less than three years old.

“Supply and demand were better balanced in February, 
however, and BCA reported strong sales performance 
around the group, notably at Blackbushe, Hampshire,  where 
record volumes were sold early in the month. 

“With buyers able to cherry-pick the best examples, it is 
critical for vendors to remain in tune with market sentiment 
and appraise and value their stock accordingly. 

“Looking at the bigger picture, as the used 
market is driven by the appetite from the SME 

£6,549
the headline average value    

at BCA hit record levels
ag

at BCA hit record levels
ag

MARKET IS ‘BOOM AND BOOM’ NOT 
‘DOOM AND GLOOM’ SAYS MANHEIM
Auction houses report strong early figures but sector commentators are a little more circumspect

Many of the vehicles being 
auctioned at BCA were 

less than three years old
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Insight: Remarketing

“Supply and demand   
were better balanced in 
February and BCA reported 
strong sales performance 
around the group, notably 
at Blackbushe, Hampshire” 
Duncan Ward, BCA

“There is still an 
extremely healthy     
appetite for used LCVs    
in good condition,   
despite the perceived   
rise in volumes” 
Tim Spencer, Shoreham Vehicle Auctions

“There were plenty of 
buyers around but, on the 
whole, they didn’t seem  
to be in a buying mood.  
Is the market on the  
brink of stagnation?”
Steve Botfield, CAP Red Book

What the experts say

sector, there is no reason to suggest any significant 
long-term softening in demand, particularly with 
recent surveys suggesting improved confidence in 

small business sectors and an expanding economy.”
With action still hot at Shoreham Vehicle Auctions, experts 

are seeing buyers willing to pay above and beyond book price 
for used LCVs that carry a higher spec than baseline models.

Even with an influx of duplicated stock in the market, 
predominantly with long-wheelbase models that are forcing
vendors to work harder to make vehicles stand out, used 
LCVs with additional spec such as Bluetooth, sat-nav, cruise 
control and the right colour continue to attract a premium.

Tim Spencer, commercial vehicle sales manager at 
Shoreham, said demand in the marketplace in January and 
February boded well for late March and into April, always a 
busy time for the Lancing-based auction house with plenty 
of ex-utility used LCVs in good condition, entering the market 
after the twice-yearly plate change.

Footfall and interest in used LCVs of all sizes, including 
smaller compact vans, is also strong, with a number of 
higher-specced models and their variants, first introduced 
as new in 2013/14, now in the correct price bracket to attract 
significant interest.

Spencer said: “There is still an extremely healthy appetite 
for used LCVs in good condition, despite the perceived rise 
in volumes, especially concerning long-wheelbase models. 

“However, this only increases the competitiveness in the 
market for buyers to source the best stock that they can and 
with another cycle of three-year-old LCVs entering the used 
marketplace, we expect that trend to continue.”

Across the whole marketplace, despite healthy attendance 
levels in the auction halls, record sales and plenty of stock 
around in February, CAP has taken a pessimistic – and 
conflicting – view of the month.

Steve Botfield, senior editor, commercial vehicles and 
motorcycles, at CAP Red Book, said: “Was it just a bout of 
unseasonal lethargy on the part of buyers or is the LCV whole-
sale market on the brink of stagnation? There were plenty of 
professional buyers around but, on the whole, they didn’t seem 
to be in a buying mood. 

“January was such a promising start to the year so what 
went wrong? Towards the end of February overall sales 
volumes had slipped to just under 1% below 2016 levels, and 
month-on-month sales volumes were down by 2.5%. 

“Analysis of the auction sale catalogues we monitor 
revealed that February auction entries were up by around 

14%. The average age of vehicles decreased from 61 to 60 
months while the average recorded mileage decreased 
considerably from 77,014 Jan to 74,517. Arguably the down-
turn we are witnessing is only marginal and, if our March 
forecast is correct, then sales volumes are going to recover 
somewhat. The burning questions are – what’s driving this 
downturn and how long is it likely to last?”

Andy Picton, chief commercial vehicle editor at Glass’s, 
said although new sales in February proved to be slower 
than had been hoped for, this was not unusual as buyers 
geared up for the plate change in March. The market 
remains in rude health with demand expected to remain 
strong as long as there are no major economic shocks.

Picton said: “The used market for February has seen a 
marked increase in vendor activity to the extent that volumes 
from certain sources have outstripped demand. This has 
impacted on conversion rates and average values, as buyers 
are presented with a much wider choice of stock. 

“In addition, a growing gap is appearing in value between 
lower spec stock in white and the best presented and the 
highest specified stock in colour. In addition, it has been noted 
that footfall has reduced and activity slowed a little as buyers 
have become more selective.

“As a result, 71.4% of all vehicles sold first time at auction, 
down from 76.4% in February 2016. Interestingly, the average 
age of this stock was down 3.1 months to 63.1 months while 
the average mileage had also reduced 7,600 miles over the 
same period. However, the desire for better-specified stock 
has seen a rise in the average price paid, up 9.7% on February 
2016, but down 1.8% on January 2017.”

For the latest news on 
the remarketing sector, 
visit commercialfleet.

org/remarketing

Online

Sat-navs and Bluetooth 
continue to attract premium 
prices at auction



Find out about how we can keep your fleet moving. 
Visit www.btfleet.com or call 0800 028 4387
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you look after your customers.
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Driving Business magazine
This quarterly magazine is sent to managing directors and finance directors at 
25,000 small to medium enterprises (SMEs) that are running fewer than 50 
vehicles. Focusing on the key elements of running cars and vans, Driving  
Business provides practical advice to reduce cost and improve safety with a 
minimum of time and effort.

Fleet News magazine
The leading business publication for the fleet sector, offering 
insight, analysis, best practice and in-depth profiles of fleets 
and suppliers every fortnight. But don’t take our word for it: 
96% of readers say Fleet News is the most useful fleet 
publication (Fleet News reader survey). Every issue is packed 
with information that helps companies to run efficient and 
effective fleets – and our readership of 16,000 is restricted to 
named decision-makers, running fleets of 10-plus vehicles.

Commercial Fleet magazine
Commercial Fleet offers insight into the world of light commercial 
vehicles and trucks to provide operators with detailed analysis on 
key topics such as operations, safety, remarketing and the envi-
ronment. Case studies in every issue provide best practice advice 
to help you to improve your efficiency. The magazine is supported 
by the commercialfleet.org website and events.

Websites and newsletters
The Fleet News website is an extensive library of best practice advice, fleet 
case studies, news and tools. Compare car and van running costs, check how 
much tax employees will pay and find out which models use the least fuel 
with our easy-to-use tools. We also send Ignition, a monthly newsletter which 
contains car reviews and interviews not included with our print magazine.

 offers insight into the world of light commercial 
vehicles and trucks to provide operators with detailed analysis on 

to help you to improve your efficiency. The magazine is supported 



Bespoke publications
Magazines, supplements, brochures and digital products are produced for 

commercial partners. These bespoke publications inform fleets about 

companies and topics relevant to their business. They include manufacturer 

and supplier reports, in which Fleet News journalists interview key personnel 

to unearth the developments of interest to fleet operators.

Best practice guides
Special supplements that complement the magazine, our best practice guides 

look at areas that are core to fleet management or which are topical, such as 

electric vehicles. They provide you with the knowledge you need to make the 

right decisions. We also publish reports into the Fleet200, which analyse the 

UK’s biggest fleets, and the FN50 contract hire and leasing sector.

Fleet events
Fleet News events are the biggest and best in the sector. Our annual awards 

night attracts more than 1,500 people; the FN50 Dinner sees 950 leasing, 

manufacturer, rental and supplier companies networking and Commercial Fleet 

Summit provide insight into key areas of fleet operation; monthly roundtables 

enable 10-15 fleets to discuss issues and share solutions.

Van Fleet Insight

Brought to you by FleetNews

Business Services and Facilities Management
www.mbvans.co.uk/fn

How to run an 
effective fleet 

Advice to maximise on-road time and minimise costs

Reliability
Fit for purpose

Improve your  

business with the 

right van choice 

Fleet best practice profiles

Kwik Fit and  

Stannah share their 

tips for success 

Business Services and Facilities Management
www.mbvans.co.uk/fn

How to run an 
effective fleet 

Advice to maximise on-road time and minimise costs

Reliability

Fleet Leasing magazine
Fleet Leasing provides insight and analysis to board level executives, senior 

management and regional sales staff at contract hire and leasing companies. 

Its objective is to inform and educate about fleet trends, new models and 

technological developments, once a quarter, supported by a website regularly 

updated with the latest leasing news.



Axle Load Indication  
& On-Board  
Weighing systems

Contact us today: 
t:  01527 526112  
e:  sales@redforge.co.uk 
w: www.redforge.co.uk

Visit us on: Stand 4G02 
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Load area and practicality
There are two load lengths – 1,731mm and 
2,115mm. Combined with the standard roof 
height of 1,252mm and floor width of 1,219mm 
(1,045mm between wheel arches), this equates 
to load volumes of three and four cubic metres. 
Payload on both is expected to stay at 650kg.

Price and availability
The new Kangoo ZE will be in Renault Pro+ 
dealerships by the end of the year. Prices aren’t 
expected to stray too far from the current £16,990 
plus VAT for the standard version and £17,990 
plus VAT for the long wheelbase (Maxi) model. 
These figures take into account the 20% plug-In 
vehicle grant, but exclude the cost of the battery. 
This is rented to the user by Renault at between 
£35 and £70 a month – dependent on the 
mileage and contract length.

Technology and services
As with the Master ZE, Renault will be offering more services to its electric
vehicle customers, like the ZE Trip (charge point locator) and ZE Pass (charge 
point payment app). Already available are services like ZE Connect, which lets 
users access important vehicle data (charge status, vehicle range, etc). 
ZE Interactive, which allows the user to pre-heat the vehicle and schedule 
charges, will still be provided.

Improved driveline
As with the Master ZE, the new battery has been developed in conjunction with 
LG Chem. The 33kWh lithium-ion battery can store 50% more energy than the 
outgoing 22kWh one which, in turn, results in a greater range of 168 miles.

Charging times are cut thanks to a more powerful, new-generation 7kW AC 
charger (32A, single-phase, 230V AC), which reduces the time for a full charge 
from eight hours to six and it can increase the range by 22 miles in just one 
hour of charging, which is useful for when the driver takes a lunch break.

Renault engineers have also been thinking outside of the box on increasing 
the range. They introduced a heat pump which, by limiting the use of electric 
resistors that consume power and range, increases the range in cold weather.

By Liam Campbell

i d 25 000 u i n f m iix years and 25,000 units on from its 
launch, Renault has unveiled the second 
generation of its small electric panel 
van. Launched alongside the new 
Master ZE at the Auto Salon in Brussels, 
the Kangoo ZE now comes with a an 
increased range of 168 miles, 62 more 

than the first generation.
S

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Range of 168 miles, an increase of 62 miles

n Load volumes of three and four cubic metres

n Battery to rent at between £35 and £70 per month

Second generation electric van increases range by more than 50% with little impact on pricing
RENAULT KANGOO ZE

First look

ON SALE: Q3

First breakthrough
Renault launched the Kangoo ZE back in 2011, which was a difficult time for 
electric vans. Sales of electric vans from Smith Electric and Ford, which had 
developed an electric version of Transit Connect with Azure Dynamics, were 
struggling, while another big name, Modec, had just entered administration.

Consumer confidence was low, but the Renault Kangoo ZE was set to change
this. Not only was it an impressive product, with a 106-mile range and a 
62PS/225Nm electric motor, but it was competitively priced (£16,500 plus VAT) 
and there were highly-trained technicians and sales staff in the dealer network.

Since then, however, the younger family relative, the Nissan e-NV200, has 
stolen the limelight thanks to a more powerful 110PS/254Nm motor, although 
the range is the same. Rather than increase the power, Renault has decided to 
retake control by increasing not the performance, but the range, which is still a 
key concern for operators.
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By Trevor Gehlcken

ome fleet operators may not be fully aware, but 
just about every van on sale in the UK was 
revamped last year.

The reason was that, from last October, all had 
to have Euro 6 emissions standard engines. 
While some manufacturers simply installed a 
new, greener powerplant under the bonnet, 

others used the big event to add some extra improvements 
to their models.

With so many new offerings, it’s taken us a time to catch 
up with them. 

This month we revisit the Peugeot Boxer, which now sports 
a 2.0-litre engine that offers better fuel economy and lower 
emissions than its predecessor. It also costs more.

The rule of thumb is that Euro 6 vans cost around £1,000 
more than Euro 5 ones and offer, on average, around 15% 
better fuel economy. This means that, with AdBlue tanks that 
will have to be filled up every 7,000 miles or so, fleet opera-
tors should still just about save on wholelife costs over a 
100,000-mile lifecycle of a van, while creating significantly 
less pollution, so we can’t complain about that too much.

Our test model weighs in at £27,610 ex-VAT and is the long 
wheelbase high-roof variant which offers a useful 13 cubic 
metres of loadspace and a payload of 1,435kg.

It’s powered by a 130PS turbodiesel engine which is slated 
to return a creditable 45.6mpg on the combined cycle, 
although as we always say, this figure is likely to drop appreci-
ably with a big load on board or a driver with a heavy right foot.   

In addition to the new engine, the Boxer has enhanced 
connectivity, making it easier for users to make their vehicles 
an extension of their offices. This amounts to a holder for a 

S

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Newly introduced 2.0-litre engine has better fuel economy 

n 13 cubic metres of loadspace and a payload of 1,435kg

n Combined cycle reading of 45.6mpg

Euro 6 engine means the revised Boxer continues to punch above its weight
PEUGEOT BOXER 

MODEL: L3 H2 BLUE HDI 130

VERDICT
The Boxer has two twins – the Citroën Relay and Fiat 

Ducato – and all have proved admirable and cost-

effective fleet performers over the years. The new 

Euro 6 engines mean they continue to punch above 

their weight against the opposition.

digital tablet or smartphone, a USB connection and a 12v
socket on the instrument panel to power them.

The central glove compartment has now been replaced 
with a double cup-holder and a storage area.

Despite the fact that the Boxer was launched back in 2006 
in this format, it still looks fresh and stylish, while general fit 
and finish are pretty much up with the rest of the more 
modern offerings. Mind you, when the new Volkswagen 
Crafter arrives later this year, the Boxer may begin feeling 
its age as the new German rival is set to move quite a few 
goalposts in the sector.

The Boxer’s cab is stylish, practical and comfortable, with 
lots of goodies that will be of use to busy drivers, such as a 
pull-down desk in the back of the middle seat and a pop-up 
document clip on top of the dash.

The driver’s seat is more like something you’d find in a 
sports car, hugging the figure all the way up and proving 
extremely supportive on long journeys. 

While ride and handling will never be exactly car-like at 
this weight, the Boxer heaves its considerable size around 
with the utmost aplomb and proves a delight to drive on the 
open roads. Sadly our van didn’t have reversing sensors, 
which made manoeuvring a tad tricky. 

We believe these items should be a legal requirement on 
all panel vans and we were sad to see they remained on the 
options list at £200 ex-VAT. Air-conditioning is extra, too, at 
£635 ex-VAT, so for fleet purposes we would recommend 
the Professional model, which has both these items as 
standard, along with cruise control, adjustable speed limiter 
and alarm for an extra £1,000. 

The Boxer still looks fresh and 
stylish despite being launched 

in this format in 2006

Payload 

1,435kg

Fuel economy 

45.6mpg

C02 emissions2

163g/km

Basic price

£27,610

First drives

SPEC
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 3,500

Power (PS/rpm): 130/3,750

Torque (Nm/rpm): 350/1,750

Load volume (cu m): 13.0

Payload (kg): 1,435

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 45.6 

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 163

Basic price (ex-VAT): £27,610

KEY RIVAL
Ford Transit L3 H3 130 Trend

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 3,500

Power (PS/rpm): 129/3,500

Torque (Nm/rpm): 385/1,500

Load volume (cu m): 13.5

Payload (kg): 1,120

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 35.3 

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 185

Basic price (ex-VAT): £29,435



Advanced camera technology 
is already driving future of CVs 

Advertisement feature

Contact 01483 397005 or sales@smartwitness.com

T
he commercial vehicle business will 

grow and change dramatically over 

the next five to 15 years, with 2017 

setting the stage for that growth, as fleet 

managers increasingly turn to technology, 

both aftermarket and OEM, to reduce road 

accidents among their drivers. 

Connected camera devices, such as 

SmartWitness KP1, and the forthcoming next 

generation KP2 have been designed to 

accurately record events leading up to and 

during a collision, helping the fleet manager 

to understand the causes of the accident and 

use the footage to train other drivers which 

has been proven to reduce traffic accidents 

by 50% or more, and cut insurance costs.

This advancement in the use of connected 

cameras, with automotive driver assistance 

systems (ADAS) functionality, is even more 

significant when you think that there will be 

371 million automotive cameras on the roads 

in the next five years, meaning camera 

safety features will be standard on many 

vehicles, with ADAS expected to make up 

51% of that growth.*

Cameras will be able to scan for people 

and animals in the road, read road signs 

and scan for other problems, such as road 

surface conditions, a curve that requires 

more of a slowdown than we think; scanning 

around the car always, in a 360-degree arc.

Right now, though, breakthrough tech such 

as SmartWitness’s new connected camera, 

the KP2, is impacting on commercial auto 

insurance. Instant remote access to on-board 

video and telematics data gives insurers the 

FNOL (first notice of loss) data needed to deal 

with claims proactively. 

SmartWitness’ insurance partners report a 

combined 28% reduction in claim frequency 

and 20% reduction in average claim cost 

resulting in an average performance 

improvement of 42% for policyholders. 

KP2 offers massive benefits over current 

vehicle camera offerings. By combining 

class-leading image quality with unrivalled 

levels of connectivity SmartWitness has 

again delivered a revolutionary device. 

SmartWitness’ telematics and integration 

partners utilise the connected cameras as 

part of their hardware solution where the 

inclusion of real-time GPS, photo snapshot 

and video playback takes system 

functionality to the next level.  

The on-board ADAS features allow an 

additional layer of intelligence and data that 

can be used to aid the driver and deliver key 

information that can assist driver training.

KP2’s unique two-piece design makes it 

the perfect product for lease and rental 

vehicles. It enables the camera to easily be 

removed from the hard-wired cradle, which 

makes for simple after sales care; no off-the-

road time for vehicles; no engineer call-outs.

* From a recent report by the French research firm 

Yole Development

SmartWitness triple telematics, ADAS and video devices include connectivity to help 
fleets keep risks low, profits high and revolutionise the driving experience

Join us to witness the arrival of a new 
era in the connected vehicle world 

SmartWitness – Stand 4G80 – CVShow
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By Matt de Prez

he fifth generation L200 went on sale over a year 
ago in Double Cab guise, winning strong approval 
from Commercial Fleet for its balance of refinet -
ment and value for money.

Fast-forward 12 months to September 2016 and 
Mitsubishi finally added the low-cost Single and 
Club Cab versions to the range.

The two-seater Single Cab costs £17,499 and the Club Cab, 
which seats four, is £18,499 (ex-VAT). Both models manage 
to trump rivals Ford Ranger and Toyota Hilux on spec and 
price – only the lower spec Isuzu D-Max is cheaper.

The market-leading Double Cab model has already sold 
7,000 units in the past 12 months and Mitsubishi expects it 
to account for 40% of registrations this year. 

Single and Club Cab models will each account for 30% of 
sales, with fleets showing a slight preference towards the 
latter thanks to its extra practicality.

Clive Messenger, head of corporate sales for Mitsubishi, 
said: “It’s a modern working vehicle. Traditionally, L200s 
were built to do a job but these have been built with comfort 
in mind and the spec drivers want.”

Both models are only available in entry level 4Life trim 
although it is still well-appointed. Standard equipment includes 
air conditioning, two airbags, digital radio with steering wheel 
mounted controls, Bluetooth, stop-start and hill-start assist.

The interior is rather lacklustre with simplistic controls and 
dated switchgear. Grey plastic is the order of the day but 
everything has a solid feel ideal for commercial use.

T

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Euro 6-compliant engine with no need for Adblue

n Capable of towing a three-tonne trailer

n Focus on efficiency and driver comfort

Now ‘built with comfort in mind and the spec drivers want’, says Mitsubishi
MITSUBISHI L200 

MODEL: D-ID 4LIFE SINGLE AND CLUB CAB  

VERDICT
More than 330 

improvements were 

made to the latest 

L200 over the 

outgoing model. It 

offers greater levels 

of refinement and 

efficiency – not quite 

on par with rivals but 

undercuts them on 

price on a like-for-like 

comparison. 

Buyers who opt for the Club Cab will benefit from the 
L200’s rear-hinged ‘suicide’ doors, which allow easy access 
to the back seats. 

It’s not a new development but one which adds extra prac-
ticality without compromising load space.

The load bay is 1,810mm x 1,470mm x 475mm on the Club 
Cab while the Single Cab extends the length to 2,230mm. 
Both can carry a 1,045kg payload.

All L200s are powered by the same 2.4-litre diesel engine, 
which in 4Life models develops 153PS and 380Nm of torque 
– enough to tow a three-tonne trailer. 

The Euro 6-compliant unit was designed to work without 
a need for Adblue and can return an average 40.9mpg and 
CO2 emissions of 180g/km.2

With an empty load bed, the L200 feels brisk. It delivers a 
healthy dose of torque in all six gears allowing for safe over-
taking and stress-free cruising. 

The most notable characteristic of the new L200 is the way 
it soaks up the miles. The Mitsubishi engineers have 
managed to shed the agricultural driving experience that 
previous versions suffered, although the heavy mechanical 
feel of the manual gearshift has remained.

At speeds up to 70mph there is minimal wind noise and 
most impressive is how quiet the engine is. Unless you really 
work the unit, it remains almost inaudible.

The steering is precise and there is also very little body 
roll, even with the archaic, leaf-spring suspension. Overall 
the L200 feels much more nimble on the road than its 
dimensions suggest but perhaps not as accomplished as a 
Nissan Navara.

Drive can be delivered to all four wheels by turning the 
Easy Select switch in the cab, there is also a low range option 
and diff-lock for the most challenging conditions.

And when you leave the tarmac in favour of rougher 
terrain, the L200 keeps on performing. In half a day at an 
off-road course we were unable to get it stuck. 

The Single Cab L200 has 
a load length of 2,230mm

Road test

P11D PRICE
D-Max £17,469

L200 £17,999

Ranger £18,041 

Hilux £18,882

PAYLOAD
Ranger 1,009kg 

Hilux 1,030kg

D-Max 1,036kg

L200 1,060kg

FUEL COSTS
Ranger 12.70ppm/£10,160 

L200 13.29ppm/£10,632

Hilux 13.66ppm/£10,982

D-Max 14.23ppm/£11,384

DEPRECIATION
D-Max 14.99ppm/£11,992

Hilux 15.49ppm/£12,392

L200 15.56ppm/£12,528

Ranger 15.80ppm/£12,640

SMR
Ranger 4.34ppm/£3,472

Hilux 4.76ppm/£3,808

D-Max 5.80ppm/£4,640

L200 6.32ppm/£5,056

RUNNING COSTS
Ranger 32.84ppm/£26,272 

Hilux 33.91ppm/£27,182

D-Max 35.02ppm/£28,016

L200 35.17ppm/£28,136

THE RIVALS
n Toyota Hilux 2.4D4D Active 
Single Cab
n Isuzu D-Max 2.5TD 4x4 
Single Cab
n Ford Ranger 2.2TDCi XL 
Regular Cab
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Mobileye technology helps mitigate 
and prevent collisions while improving driver 
behaviour and reducing fuel costs. 

Mobileye technology can be retrofitted as an 
aftermarket system to any existing vehicle.

Attending the CV show? Visit us at hall 4, booth 4J98 for a free test drive 
or to meet with a team member: lp.mobileye.com/cvshow-2017

Not able to attend the CV Show?
Schedule a time to speak with a team member: 
lp.mobileye.com/cvshow-2017

www.mobileye.com/en-uk

Intelligent 
High-Beam Control

(Optional)

Pedestrian & Cyclist 
Collision Warning

(This warning is active only 
in daylight.)

Forward Collision 
Warning

Lane Departure Warning

Headway Monitoring 
Warning

Speed Limit 
lndicator

KEEPING YOUR FLEET 
SAFE ON THE ROAD
Mobileye – Collision Avoidance System 
with Six Lifesaving Alerts
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Employee
Audit

Driver Licence
Checking

Owner Driver
Management

01442 430 980

sales@licencebureau.co.uk

licencebureau.co.uk

Licence Bureau’s 
compliance managed 
service checks your 
employee’s driver licence 
status, entitlement  
to drive plus much more…

VISIT US ON STAND 4F60 AT THE CV SHOW 

Do you receive 
our free weekly 
email newsletter?   

Direct to your inbox every Direct to your inbox every 

eek, subscribing to the week, subscribing to the 

Commercial FleetCommercial Fleet

newsletter ensures you’ll newsletter ensures you’ll 

ways be up-to-date with always be up-to-date with 

the fleet industry.the fleet industry.

With industry news, the With industry news, the 

latest van and truck reviews, latest van and truck reviews, 

and the pick of our fleet and the pick of our fleet 

management features, management features, 

make sure you don’t miss make sure you don’t miss 

out and register today.out and register today.

To sign up to the free Commercial Fleet newsletters, visit: 

commercialfleet.org/newsletter-signup
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By Trevor Gehlcken

ince last October , the law has required that all 
new vans sold must have Euro 6 engines. The 
only exceptions to this are a few of the odd Asian 
imports which were built before this date and are 
allowed to be sold under a special derogation 
until mid-2017.

We have been gradually working our way 
through all the new models – and this month we’ve caught 
up with one of our favourites, the Ford Transit Custom.

Since its appearance in 2012, this medium panel van has 
really been setting the sales charts alight and helped Ford 
to a 15% rise in its sales in 2016. In my neck of the woods
– Southend, Essex – you can hardly turn a corner without 
seeing one.

So what exactly do these Euro 6 engines mean to van fleet 
operators? 

On the plus side they offer lower CO2 emissions and better2

fuel economy, while on the minus side they have AdBlue 
tanks that need filling up every 6,000 miles or so and they 
come at a price premium of around £1,000 more than the 
Euro 5 models they replace.

A rough calculation indicates that, in most cases, the extra 
cost of the van will be recouped and more in lower fuel costs 
over a 100,000-mile lifecycle.

The Transit Custom was narrowly beaten by the new 
Volkswagen Transporter to the title of ‘Medium Panel Van of 
the Year’ at this year’s Commercial Fleet Awards – but as one 
of the judges, I can tell you it was a close-fought thing (the 
Custom was highly commended). The Transit Custom is a 
tour de force in this sector, make no mistake.

As such, we were delighted to spend a week with this 

S

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Priced at £24,330 ex-VAT

n Powertrain has 130PS and 385Nm of torque

n Claimed fuel consumption of 44.8mpg

Transit Custom is ‘cracking’ to drive with good specification and improved Euro 6 engines 
FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM 

MODEL: TREND ECOBLUE L1H1 130

VERDICT
With cracking vehicles like this now on offer, it’s no 

wonder that Ford is pulling ahead of all the opposition 

in the UK sales charts.

upgraded model, which is as smooth, crisp and pleasant to 
drive as we remembered with the Euro 5 van it replaces.

Our test model is the Trend variant, which is one up from 
base and offers a good fleet-like spec without going silly with 
items such as alloy wheels. 

The now-obligatory ABS brakes and ESP traction control 
are joined by, among other things, hill start assist, emer-
gency brake assist, foglights, front and rear parking sensors, 
a Quickclear windscreen and power adjustable and folding 
wing mirrors. 

At £24,330 ex-VAT, this van is £1,060 cheaper than the rival 
Citroën Dispatch, although it must be noted that Ford 
charges £600 for air-conditioning for example, which comes 
as standard on the French rival. The Dispatch has a better 
payload, too.

With Euro 6, Ford ditched its old 2.2-litre 125PS diesel unit 
for a new 2.0-litre one, which gets an EcoBlue moniker 
thanks to its better green credentials. With 130PS on tap and 
a mighty 385Nm of torque, this van is a real flyer on the 
roads, yet still manages to return a slated 46.3mpg on the 
combined cycle (the old engine returned 42.2mpg). 

Mind you that figure pales into insignificance against the 
Citroën’s 53.3mpg – although whether either of these two 
figures are actually achievable in real life is a moot point.

The Transit Custom is a cracking vehicle to drive, with a 
stylish dash taken from the Ford range of cars, nice big side 
mirrors for a good view of what’s behind, super supportive, 
yet comfortable, seats and a digital radio with a CD slot.

Build quality is superb, right up there with the best-in-class
Volkswagen Transporter, as are ride and handling, which is 
a testament to how far Ford’s vans have come on in the 
engineering stakes in the past five years.

The Trend variant has a good spec for 
fleets with many worthy features as standard

Payload 

987kg

Fuel economy 

46.3mpg

C02 emissions2

170g/km

Basic price

£24,330

First drives

SPEC
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 2,940

Power (PS/rpm): 130/3,500

Torque (Nm/rpm): 385/1,500-2,000

Load volume (cu m): 5.4

Payload (kg): 987

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 46.3

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 170

Basic price (ex-VAT): £24,330

KEY RIVAL
Citroën Dispatch BlueHDi 120 
Enterprise

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 3,100

Power (PS/rpm): 120/3,750

Torque (Nm/rpm): 340/1,750

Load volume (cu m): 5.3

Payload (kg): 1,487

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 53.3

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 139

Basic price (ex-VAT): £25,398



Meet our industry experts:

●	Samantha Earl, Pertemps Driver Training, General Manager can   
 show how working in partnership can minimise road safety risk.
 
●	Sandra Macdonald-Ames, A Driver 
 Behaviour Specialist who uses 
 targeted training to increase road 
 safety.
 
●	Andy Smart, National Trainer 
 Manager creates road safety 
 solutions and innovative 
 training sessions for LGV 
 Drivers and businesses.
 
●	Major Darren Knight and 
 the Royal Logistics Corps 
 Army Reserves, helping 
 Reservists balance a career in 
 the Army Reserves and the civilian 
 logistics sector.
 
●	Wayne Carey, Senior Partnership 
 Manager, Highways England, talking about a 
 new course to help commercial vehicle drivers 
 better understand smart motorways.
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Come meet the team, visit 
our truck stop and pick up 
some great goodies. 

AT The CV Show 2017

DRIVING YOUR FLEET

We get the right vans on the road

and keep them there.

Registered offi ce: Loxley House, 2 Oakwood Court, Little Oak Drive, Annesley, Nottingham, NG15 0DR. Registered in England & Wales No: 141388. Pendragon Vehicle Management Limited 
is a credit broker/intermediary that can introduce you to a limited number of lenders to provide funding for your vehicle. They may incentivise us for introducing you to them. Pendragon 
Contracts trading as Pendragon Vehicle Management is an appointed representative of Pendragon Finance and Insurance Services Limited which is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority.

Pendragon Vehicle Management           01332 292 777   |   www.pendragonvehiclemanagement.co.uk

Find out how we can help your business? 

Visit us today on Stand 5A77

Is your fleet driving 
blind? Get a clearer 
view with Reflex.
Our range of products have helped to transform 

many fleets with ground-breaking technology 

and industry-leading service levels. Your fleet 

could be the next to benefit.
 

Reflex – intelligent, flexible van hire. 



Ready to be put through 
a ‘gruelling’ six-month test
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Renault Trafic-based van deserves respect for its ‘admirable road manners and sheer practicality’
FIAT TALENTO 
MODEL: LWB 1.6 ECOJET 125

Long-term test

Payload 

1,243kg

Fuel economy 

44.8mpg

C02 emissions 2

159g/km

Price as tested

£21,845

By Trevor Gehlcken

owadays, most of the big van manufacturers 
share their models – it’s a matter of economics. 
One expert told us that to make a profit on a new 
vehicle after all the R&D costs have been 
deducted, a maker would have to sell 100,000 
units a year – and none do that in the UK where 
there is additional expense in producing right-

hand drive models. In fact of the big outfits, only Volkswagen 
has a range of vans that is totally its own.

So the van world consists of a mish-mash of cloned 
models, which change every so often just to confuse us all.

Fiat’s old medium panel van, the Scudo, was a clone of the 
Citroën Dispatch, Peugeot Expert and Toyota Proace, but 
with the launch of the new Talento last year, Fiat ditched that 
old arrangement and threw its lot in with Renault.

Thus the Talento is, under the skin, none other than our old 
friend the Renault Trafic which was introduced in 2014. Inci-
dentally it is also a clone of the Vauxhall Vivaro and Nissan 
NV300. Confusing or what?

We describe this van as an old friend because, since the 
first generation was launched in 2001, we have driven 
many different variants and have always been left with 
the utmost respect for its admirable road manners and 
sheer practicality. 

Thus, when Fiat offered us a Talento to test for six months, 

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Basic model costs a little less than £22,000 ex-VAT

n Official combined fuel economy figure of 44.8mpg

n 1.6 turbodiesel offers 125PS and 320Nm of torque

“We feel these 
(reversing) 

sensors should 
be a legal 

requirement on 
panel vans”

we rubbed our hands with glee and jumped at the chance.
Our Talento is rather unusual in that it’s the long wheelbase 

low-roof variety – not exactly a common sight on Britain’s 
roads. It means that the van is stretched to accommodate 
six cubic metres of cargo (up from 5.2 cu m in the standard 
model) – not far off that offered by the smallest Ducato, 
which is in the category above the Talento.

Our test model weighs in at a basic £21,845 ex-VAT and 
features a 1.6-litre turbodiesel powerplant, which may 
sound rather diminutive for a van of this size but it pumps 
out a healthy 125PS of power and 320Nm of torque. Nowa-
days in this hi-tech world, cubic capacity no longer equates 
directly to power output – it seems the engineers can simply 
‘dial in’ any amount of power they want to any size engine.

Official fuel economy figure on the combined cycle is 
44.8mpg, a far cry from the 53.3mpg offered by our old 
long-termer, the rival Citroën Dispatch. Mind you, that van 
only managed 44.02mpg in real life during our test period, 
so it will be interesting to see how the Talento fares, fuel-
wise, when out on the road.

Standard spec includes a driver’s airbag, remote locking, 
a digital radio CD/MP3/Aux/USB with Bluetooth and hands-
free connectivity and ESC (electronic speed control) with Hill 
Holder and Traction+ – not exactly a great tally, but then it is 
very reasonably priced so maybe one can’t moan too much. 

There is no passenger airbag and we were sad to see that 
the air-con unit came as an optional extra at £720, while the 
reversing sensors are an additional £220.

As we say about the Peugeot Boxer (see page 40) we feel 
these sensors should be a legal requirement on panels vans.

As usual, our van will be put through a gruelling time in 
the next six months as we test it to the limits. We’ll be 
reporting back on our findings in subsequent issues.

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 3,040

Power (PS/rpm): 125/3,500

Torque (Nm/rpm): 320/1,500

Load volume (cu m): 6.0

Payload (kg): 1,243

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 44.8

Actual fuel economy (mpg): n/a

CO2 emissions (g/km):2  159

Basic price (ex-VAT): £21,845

Current mileage: 1,392

SPEC

N
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decide

13-14 JUNE 2017
MILLBROOK PROVING GROUND

OVER 300 VEHICLES

20+ MANUFACTURER

BRANDS

UNACCOMPANIED

DRIVING EXPERIENCE

DEBATES

EV REVIEW ZONE

4 REAL-LIFE TEST

COURSES

EXCLUSIVELY FOR

FLEET INFLUENCERS

Company Car in

Action is the UK’s
most comprehensive
driving event
exclusively for fleet
decision makers. No
other event gives you
the opportunity to
meet so many
manufacturers; test
drive so many
vehicles on
Millbrook’s real-life
test tracks; and
compare models
back to back.

T H E  U K ’ S  P R E M I E R  D R I V I N G  E V E N T

Get a clear view of your future fleet at CCIA

companycarinaction.co.uk/register

Register today
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